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Paracliose Inc.
227 1 29lh Avenue East. Columbus.
Telephone: (4021 563-3625

SSIC
SERIES

Distlibuted in Austlalia & the Pacitlc bv

SATECH Satellite
Communication

Technology Pty. Ltd.
1B l4 l l  War r i ga l  Rd ,  Moorabb in
E a s t .  V i c t o r i a .  A u s t r a l i a  3 1 8 9

te l  6  I  - 3 -9553 -3399

fax 6 I  -3-9553-3393

Nebraska USA

When quality.
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paracfipse antennas
are your first choice.

Only Paraclipse offers such variety; four distinctly different series:
the Truss-Ribbed Classic.
the Courier Deliverable Eclipse.
the Stretch Formed Hydro,
the Commerciai Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industry standard in its class. worldwide.

Fax: (4021564-2



Some items in limited quantity (marked LtdQty); many have special SPACE member discounts

SPACE
Pacific
Report
(# eeot,

9902,
9903,
9904)

The tefevision programme, direct to you from digital master on E24O VHS tape, PAL format of course.
Show 99O1: " l t  is your signal, too" and "Fun and games with the spectrum analyser." Show 9902:
"Feeds and LNBs" - understanding how products dif fer. And, "Mark Long's Thumbnail  History of home
satel l i te TV" featuring the real pioneers of the 7Os and 8Os! Show 99O3: "Dish antenna cri t ique ," why
some dishes work better than others, plus Mark Long on instal l ing your own dish, and, Richard Brooks
on PVRs. Show 9904: "Who buys DTH systems?" explores the marketplace, plus, "Understanding Tiny
Parts" looks at connectors, l ine-amps and spl i t ters. Four hours as currently running on Mediasat &
Westl ink- digital mastered to you for the exceptional price of $55 including shipping and two bonus
items - "Satel l i te Television (The Booklet)" featuring rnaterial by Sir Arthur C. Clarke, and, the infamous
CMT satellite pencil-writer! (see order form, below). In stock, shipped within 72 hours. (Nq SPACE discount)

Shows
9905,9906,
9907, 9908

er 9909

World
Sat TV

'92

TB 9404
DTH

Systems

TB 9405
SMATV
Systems

Nelson
Parabolic
Manual

The television plogramme - the latest releases (even before they appear on Mediasat, Westl ink!).  As
above. Show 99O5: Robin Colquhoun and the Dr Overf low software for the Nokia; Show 9906: How
the upl ink works - possibly the best programme topic ever created. Show 99O7: Part two of upl ink.
Show 9908: Instructor Mark Long's "Digital Basics." Show 9909: Mark Long's " lnstal lat ion Basics"
with emphasis on Ku service. Shows 99O5, 6,7, & 8 now being shipped. $60, no SPACE discount.

Close out - a few copies remaining! Al l  of the basic fundamentals are here, at a price that is too good to
be true. Hey - the quanti ty is very l imited (Ltdoty) and we need to clear out the shelf space. $1O and i f
you are a SPACE Member, i t  comes down 3O% to $7! Having a complete satel l i te TV reference boor
doesn't  get any cheaper than this.

Direct to Home: Satellite System Installation Techniques. There are many-many NEW people getting
into home satel l i te system instal lat ion. And we receive several cal ls each day asking us to point them at
a "basic tutorial" that wi l l  explain how a home dish system works, how you instal l  i t  for proper
performance. This is i t .  Without question, the very besl quick tutorial on what a home dish system is,
how it  works, where the problems develop. l f  you are new to the DTH f ield, buy this and commit i t  to
memory. Very sl ight New Zealand bias, not enough to hurt i ts value world-wide. And i f  you are looking
into mult i-set instal lat ions such as motels and hotels and condominiums, also order TB 9405 'SMATV

Systems' (below; the pair make i t  painful ly clear where mistakes are commonly made). Also see
SaIFACTS October, November and this issue - for RF Distr ibution System art icles. T89404 original ly
prepared by Coop for an Asian DTH technology conference, LtdOty $'1 0 (SPACE discountl .

Satellite to room - Commercial SMATV (Satellite) Dish Installations. The easy part is the satellite dish or
dishes. The dif f icult  chal lengje is gett ing al l  of those signals - including the terrestr ials - balanced and into
every room and each TV outlet at the proper level.  l f  you plan to do mult iple-outlet systems, start here
with this Coop writ ten tutorial.  LtdOty and only $10 per copy while they last! (SPACE discount)

The Nelson Parabolic TVRO Manual. lf you are the type of person who wants to build your own dish (up
to 3.7m in size), or, you simply want to understand why some dishes work better than others, this
step-by-step "how to bui ld a dish" manual is the "Bible" of an industry. Nelson Ethier was a perfect ionist
and bri l l iant with hand tools. l t  shows here - the ult imate backyard project! Half original price at S15,
LtdOty, SPACE discount appl ies.

Please send the following:
Ll  SPACE Pacif ic Report  -  9901-9904/ $55 (no discount);  D Shows 9905-9908/ $60 (no

discount);  n Package deal -  9901-9908 (2 tapes)/  $105 (no discount);  D World Sat TV-'92/$1O;
nTB 9404 - DTH Systems/$10; tr  TB 9405 - SMATV Systems/$10; n Nelson Parabol ic TVRO
Manua l /$15.  To ta l  o f  o rder  -  $ .  f f  current SPACE member, mult ip ly by 0.7 (7Oo/ol  and

write discounted total here: S
I wish to pay this by ! cheque (enclosed) ! VISA card ! Mastercard

Ship to (name as i t  appears on card):

Mail ing address
Town/city

Your sisnature:
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Each of these editions researched, creoted by "Coop" to hltp you solve tough aerial problems,

T e c h B u l | e t i n 9 3 o 1 . C o - C h a n n e l & A n t e n n a P h a s i n g . H o w t o g r o w . a . s i n g l e a n t e n n a ( Y a g | , b r o a d b a n d
antenna) into a complex arraY to great lv  increase gain '  sharpen receiv ing O"l ] : t :^ t - " -^" ]T: l : : : , :o ("" ' " '

l ' i ""^" i ' ," i"**#" ' i t . i ." t  hands-on, very practrcal,  up-to-date Go from novice to professional!

TechBu l l e t i ng3o2 .Weaks igna lRecep t i onTechn iques ' | f onecu t . t o - channe | (Yag i )an tennawon . t do the
job, wirr 2,4or8??? How about 16? Stackins antennas''"l ig;1't l-"i:::Yi:f"":Xd"masthead amps' is
l ; ; ; .  

i l ; ,  l ipruin" how to do i t  for professionat resutts up to 300 km from TV stat ions.

Tech Bulletin gg}g. UHF - The Frontier. Using parabolic style antennas surfaced with low-cost pouttry

m e s h , b u i l d U H F d i s h e s u p t o 4 0 f e e t i n s i z e t o e x t e n d U H F o f f - a i r r e c e p t i o n " ' ] , T - : ? 9 : : A n d - l e a r n
i l  ff i .;;rff i ; , in".l, from a hii l top to a vailey betow using tow-cosr receiving equipmenl

Tech Bulfet in 9304. Beatrng Noise lnterference & combining cross-Pote signats. when TV and FM signals

are weak, man-made interference from appliances, power l in", "un ki l l  reception. Step-by-step instruct ion
dr.  vvsoN'  

ue method of  combining cross-pole TV signals '
for  ident i fy ing,  locat ing,  f ix ing noise sources + unrq

Tech Bulfetin 9305. Cable Television - Fact & Fiction. The story of how a cable TV system is designed'

bui l t ,  operated.  The pertect  iso tn i"  is  how i t  works!"  reporr .  who kno]1s -^you might  even l ike the

concept so wel l  you take out  a mortgage on Your home and wire your townl

L o s t A r t o f R h o m b i c A n t e n n a s - 2 T d B o f g a i n V H F & I J H F . E v e r y t h i n g y o u n e e d t o k n o w t o b u i | d t h e
m o s t s e n s i t i v e V H F - U H F r e c e i v i n g a n t e n n a e v e r c r e a t e d . R h o m b i c s a r e u s e d f o r v i r t u a | | y a l l l o n g h a u |
f f i ;" ; ; ; ; , ;r .  in"rro"t super-Rhombic LaPorte desisn 30o km? A piece of cake!

20 to 40' �  Poultry Mesh (chicken wire) Parabolics'  complete instruct ions to bui ld UHF-TV off-air

reception antenna ,v.,"*'"otuines low cost reflector tituliult-:'.]l::*""":::::":::i:?'" 
"struts "

;"; , ! ,"u #; i ; , ; l ; ; ;  to 3Oo km UHF receprion. A backyard project wirh earninss potential

world_Famous Fr ias Hal f -BOl ic Ref lector .  Amazing design al lows s imul taneous recept ion over s izeable arc

of  t ransmission locat ions.  Ci tv grade (80 dBuV) 'u""p i ion f rom distancet  " t : . : :^ : i : : : : t " , l t ,U"} l t t '

i r ' , oug i 'UHF(9ooMHz) .Th i s i shuge ,bu teaS i | y thebeS ta | | - a roUndo" "o -o "u ! : : L r y

SPRSCS 
'99.  SPACE shot many hours of  v ideo dur ing.SPRSCS'99 to prepare fbr  the (now avai lable)  9901 -  9901

one-hour TV shorvs. ln "naw ViO"o" you have everything shot' befbre editing' intl:d*ng, material done by Robin

HffiJ;"';;;' o;J;; 'oft*u"'*ptunutiol - uil "'h"ot' u"d'i

Please send the following:

t r  T B  9 3 0 1 / $ 1 0 ;  t r  T B  9 3 ; 0 2 / $ 1 0 ;  I  t e  9 3 0 3 / $ 1 0 ;  t r  r e  9 3 0 4 / $ 1 0 ;  D  T B  9 3 0 5 / $ 1 0 ;  I  L o s t

Ar t -Rhombic /$20;  n  20-40 '  D ishes /$20;  !  F r ias  Ha l f -Bo l i c /$20 -  o r

n  TB9301/9302/9303/9304/9305 
-  $40 -o r - t ]  Rhombic r  2o-4o 'D ishes /  Har f  Bor ics  -  $50 -o r -

f ] T B 9 3 o 1 / 9 3 0 2 / 9 3 0 3 / 9 3 0 4 / 9 3 0 5 + R h o m b i c / 2 o - 4 o ' D i s h e s / H a | f B o | i c s - $ 8 0 '
V ideo:  I  space Raw V ideo/$35:  !  SPACE V ideos  -  99O1-9908 +  Raw V ideo/3  tapes  $135 '

rotal of order- $-; lf current SPACE member' rn::t:*t3:il-?,]"t"1:,:ti:::

il:;,;"; t*orr, ln q,unnool appries to Raw Video or spAcE pacific Report) - new

discount total $ '  |  *"1"'  t" pay this by n Cheque (enclosed) f l  VISA n Mastercard

expires _l-Card number
; t d )Ship to (name as i t  appears on

Company

Mailins address

TowrVcity
your signature

Return to: SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or fax to 64-9-406-1083



COOP'S COMMENT
Of all the events reported in these pages

over the first 349 days of 1999, none
approaches the emotions attached to the
arrest in Thailand of Rolf Deubel, alias
MadMax of MOSC fame.

Gatching him in the act of logging and
recording Thai broadcaster UBC's data
stream at the home of a Thai confederate
{identified only as "Chatinon" by court
recordsl was the first step in puncturing the
cloud of secrecy the shrouds the card piracy
world. Deubel carried with him a laptop
computer and the hard drive containing

;i
y  '  ' i '
t :
i :

December 15, 1999

thousands of entlies connecting him to piracy card clients, sources and software hackers
around the globe. Mindport - the lrdeto encryption people - promptly began the task of"dumping" the hard drive and cataloguing this gold mine of information. Not only had the
Thai authorities apprehended a man responsible for lrdeto smart card piracy in Africa,
Europe and Asia - they had his files and records!

Within days a Europe piracy card source was closed up by authorities - the assumption
being the MadMax hard drive lead to them. Within six weeks, two more very well known
European piracy card sources were visited by a team of investigators backed by Mindport
and French Seca, a competitive conditional access program. Between his September
arrest and early December, card enthusiasts who know they are on the hard drive
because they had been in email correspondence with Rolf Deubel prior to his arrest, have
received unsolicited communications fiom a group calling itself IPRP - lntellectual
Property Rights Protection out of London. Early in November, Deubel's home was
entered by South African Police carrying search warrants. They left behind a very
confused Conny Deubel (Rolf's wife) carrying a home PC, computer discs and written
files out the door with them. A December 8th advisory from Mindport to me says, "Mad

Max's Cape Town home was raided and a computer and its hard drive were handed over
to Mindport and are cunently being analysed."

Against what must by now be an incredibly valuable (to Mindpoft) collection of data it
was with some surprise that Deubel and Chatinon appeared in a Thai court November
3rd and were told, after pleading guilty to the initial charges, they could be freed upon
payment of a BAHT 200,000 fine (US$4,822 at the time). lf that sounds like a very
gentle slap on the wrist, and if that sent Deubel's hopes soaring, it was short tived.
Within minutes of paying the fine (using money borrowed fiom a Thai man he met while
in jail awaiting triall, Deubel was rearrested and charged with new crimes. In the first set
of charges, the plaintiff was Mindport - the encryption company. The new charges were
brought by UBC - the Thai pay TV broadcaster. Both cases deal with alleged violation of
the 1994 Thai Copyright Act which allows separate charges to be filed on behalf of each
and every copyright owner "violated."

And because UBC like most pay-TV services features many American made films, this
lead to additional charges being filed on behalf of the MPAA - Motion Picture Association
of America, early in December. In theory, each movie and rV programme copyright
owner with product on UBC could be standing in line to bring their own charges against
Rolf Deubel. With his admission of guilt for the first charges brought by Mindport, it will
be difficult - perhaps impossible - for him to now deny he is not guilty of copyright
violation. About which Mindport tells SatFACTS, "He has (again) been denied bail,
pending a trial on a date as yet unspecified. lt is quite likety he will see the new
Millennium in a Bangkok jail." Emotlons aside, there is a very heavy message here and it
certainly is not "Happy New Millennium from Mindport."

In Volume 6,f Number 64
Unaohm SBM 105 Digital/Analogue test set -p. 6

Strong's SRT 4600 Digital IRD -p. l0
Calculating cable flat and tilt losses -p. l4

Departments
Programmer/Programming Update -p.2; Hardware/Equipment Update -p. 4; SpACE pacific Report

(Analysis - Canalsatel l i te Ku service) - p.2Ot Cable TV Connection (remote control of D9223.9234
lRDs); SaIFACTS Digital Watch -p. 24; Supplementat Digital Data -p. 26; SaIFACTS Analogue

Watch -p. 27; SPACE Pacific Report - TV Show schedule -p. 28; With The Observers -p. 29; At
Sign-Off (The Pacif ic "hel l  hole") -p. 32

.ON THE COVER-

Test equipmentfor digital? LI/e begin our stu$t. (p. 6).
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84 and watching
"Having watched the f irst four edit ions of SPACE

Pacific Report, I congratulate you lor your initiative in
providing much needed practical information. Although I
am now retired (and 84 years young), I try t0 retain the
ability to learn and to enjoy new hobbies or to extend
the scope of existing activities having held an amateur
l icense since 1 954 (VK7LR). '

Athol Manning, Devonport, Tasmania
Funny numbers

"ln the Analogue Watch column RFi IF & Polari ty '  you
give a pair of 4 digit  numbers. I  understand the f irst set
- RF or downlink frequency which I use to lune in a
particular station. However, the second four digit
number baffles me - what is it for? | also understand
the suffix V and H, but R and L also mystify me. And am
I correct in assuming all of the frequency information
given in Analogue Watch is for C-band (only)? How
would I know if it was for Ku? Finallv, I have been
struggl ing t0 tune in 1701 and 1702 . the receiver
registers a strong signal but no real pictute. The dish is
3.8m with dual aclualors, digital + analogue
receivers. "

Doug Hancock, Australia via email
While many receivers ask you for the G-band

downlink frequency (such as 3675) some require
the intermediate frequency ( lF) which with 3675 is
1475. You f ind the lF or so-cal led L-band frequency

by taking the local osci l lator lrequency of your

tNB (typical ly 5150 at C-band) and subtracting the
C-band downlink f requency (5150 . (minus) 3675 =

1475). With Ku band, y0u reverse the process-

take the Ku downlink frequency (such as 1 2,300)

and subtract the [NB's [0 (such as I t  ,300) " 1,000
MHz in our example. R stands for r ight hand

(circular) polarisation, L for left  hand (circular).

Intelsat and Bussian satel l i tes employ neither
vert ical nor horizontal at C-band.tather they
"twist" the polari ty into a spiral (circle) which
rotates atound a central axis. Attempting to

receive a R(HC) or [(HC) polari ty signal with a

standard V(ert ical) or H(orizontal) l inear leed
results in only gett ing 50% of the signal present '

a 3 dB loss which makes a 3.8m dish act l ike a
2.4m dish. Moreover, both the V and H posit ions

respond simultaneously to I  and R signals which
would be l ike gett ing V and H at the same t ime on

PanAmSat or AsiaSat - not good as they interlere
with one another and the receiver cannot decide
what to do with the extra signals. A leed that

responds individually to vertical, horizontal, LHG
and RHG is a specialised item .try ADL (p. 5 here).
NHK?

"l have a potential Japanese customer - who
handles NHK subscriptions to NHK.joho?

Basil Davoren, SatDav, Gisborne, NZ
NHK lRDs (SA D9234 typically) and JoHo subscriptions
are through Telsat Communications (64-6-356-2749).

UPDATE
I

I  December 15, 1999 i

The big one. For several years we have been warned that something called the
"Y2K Bug" would spoil planet earth's much anticipated celebration of year 2000 on
the Gregorian calendar.  The magic hour wi l lbe 2359localt ime on December 31.
Millions 0f computer operated functions will be on the line as the earth rotates t0 the
east and 0n 24 separate occasions 1 /24th of our planet's surface finds itself facing
2359. While many will argue which point 0f land will be first to record sunrise 0n
01/01/00, the TV networks have it figured out-New Zealand, Gisborne 0n the NE
coast 0f North lsland to be precise, gets the "prize" for being the point from which
mai0r networks (such as CNN) have installed p0rtable uplinks to start the celebration
coverage. Never mind Gisborne is not the first spot - to bill ions of TV watchers, it
will be so because CNN, BBC, Sky News and virtually every other news service will
say i t  is.  But sunrise on 01101/00 is a minor backdrop to the realstory-which
computer functions in New Zealand will fail because of Y2K? With the speed 0f
International satellite links, viewers world-wide will be exposed to time zone after
time zone as the sun marches west heading for Europe and North America with the
precisi0n 0f an atomic clock. In your lifetime - there will never be another event like
this one; a "made for TV special" that allows the boys and their toys t0 show off the
modern technology of the 21st century. CNN and others wi l l  be good for the
unini t iated but the REAL fun wi l lbe on those feeds appearing 0n 1701, PAS-2,
PAS-8, AsiaSat 3 and AsiaSat 2. Check our digital and analogue "Watch Tables" at
the rear (and special list on p. 34) for Reuters, APTV, CNN, Mediasat, ABC-USA,
CBS-USA, NBC-USA and Fox-USA service links which will be fil led to overflowing
and at increasing tempo as 01/01/00's first sunlight moves relentlessly west. This is
the reason you have a satel l i te terminal- to be " inside" the news as i t  happens, and
more important, watching feeds which the average home viewers will never see - in
their entirety 0r at all. Phones out in Auckland? Electricity down in Sydney? Planes
circling Singapore with no communication? Street riots in Bombay? Looting and
burning in C0airo? Iook out London, New York and Los Angeles -Millennium is on
the way!

EBB turmoil. Out of the chaos we report 0n p. 30, hints that a sixth TV channel is
planned and the PMT changes noted were in preparation for that happening. EBB is
silent - about everything.

2002 World Cup. Here's a shocker. 0rganiser FIFA has decided the"bulk of the
2002 football l\/orld Cup natches will not be available t0 fans who do not have
satellite 0r cable." World Cup is moving from a basically FTA (terrestrial) distributed
event t0 pay-Iv. Matches will be held in Japan, terrestrial coverage will be limited to

opening ceremony, semi-final and finals plus those matches in which a "home team"
participates. Pay-cable and pay-satellite will get the rest.

lndian TV 0n Ku - official. January 3rd is target start date for a brand new
0ptus-Aurora transponder (not yet defined, but vertical on 83) with coverage into
New Zealand and Australia' 90cm dish in NZ, most of Australia except Oueensland
heavy rain areas (essentially same footprint as the Mediasat service). Two
programme channels (Punjabi I Lashkara confirmed, second will be either Hindi or

Guriari), Aurora smart card encrypted, A$20 (per month) for 1st channel, $35 for

both. 90cm dish, Aurora compatible lRD, smart card, installation' target price'

A$890. ATV Pty Ltd has signed 5 year lease for Aurora space. Installing dealers

solicited -in Australia Bill Kahn at 02-9820'5962; in New Zealand Steve Johnson at

09-238.3083 0r 025-938-313. Unknown-what 0ptus wi l ldo with balance of the
transponder- being the first Aurora platform to be reach into New Zealand.
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TO ALL OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS,
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT THIS PAST YEAR

OUR VERY BEST WISHES FOR A PROSPEROUS 2OOO

SATELLITE TELEVISION CONSULTANTS. IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
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IRDETO CAM'S

w
[emlumlm

CI SMC SOLID C/KU
VER SECTIONAL ANTENNAS

SIZES .45 to 3.7
MANUFACTURED

TO ISO.9OO2 STANDARDS

SAT CRUISER DSR .2OIP

ORBITROT{DIGITAL,ANALOG & POSITIONER

A NEW OPTION SX.IO & SX.12 GALVANISED ANTENNAS
INCLUDING THE POLAR ((T)" FIXED & TRAXSAT MOUNTS
SPACE TV IRD'S & SUBSCRTPTION CARDS, S-BAND FEED'S & LNB'S ,
PROSAT, BENJAMIN, SATCRUISER & SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA IRD'S

OTIIER PRODUCTS . CHAPARRAL, CAL.AMP, GARDINER, KTI, ADL, DLS,
CYPRESS, WISI, & ERIC. SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAMING CTN, NHK & CMT

Please Visit our 230+ page WEB site
Contact us for your FRBE'99-2000 catalogue

:+firl -1 .
17 Westhaven Grove, PO Box 1537, Paimerston North, New Zealand.
Tel:0-6-356 2749,Fax:0-6-355 2l41,Int ' l :  +64-6-355 2141, Cellular:A-21-454945
lnternet Email: telsat@intec. Web: http://www.telsat.com

DB.66OO DUAL CI
DIGITAL RECEIVER

TELS AT@ COMilIU N I C AT I O N S LT D .



industry Hero
"l wanted to make sure everyone recognises a tlue

industry hero. When Patrick Bulley submitted his method
of reactivating the Hyundai HSS100C receivers on the
European Bouquet and you posted it 0n the SatFACTS
Web site, he was doing a great public service. I am quite

sure he does not realise how many (hundreds, even
thousands) of people he has made happy, including

mvself, for his deed. He could have easily kept his

technique lor fixing these receivers to himself but he did

not do that, showing his maturity and I thank him lor

this. lf he ever needs any help with anything I can assist

with. he has but to ask. Three cheers for Patrick

Bulley!!!"
Pietro Casoar, DigitalSat Communications

Melbourne, Australia
As we relate on p. 30 here, on November 24 when the
European Bouquet 0perat0rs decided to revise their
PIDIPCR/PMT numbers, al l  hel l  broke loose with

thousands of ethnic viewers instantly deptived of their
favourite viewing lare. What is not explained is the total
. as in T0TAL . failure of anyone contacted within the

EBB to even respond to panic messages requesting help

or an explanation. lt was only on December 9th that an

explanation was forthcoming, advising," lBDs with
lrdeto software were adversely affected. Beloading

corrected all but the Hyundai HSSl00C which seens to
be inconpatible with the MPEG2/0VB standard of the

undated softwarc."
Aurora cards- again

"Following letter received from 0ptus' Greg
Glarke (tel 02-9342-6485) citing current policy for
new Aurora cards.
"The following decoders and soflware only are approved
by 0ptus for operation of the Aurora system: Domestic

lRDs / Panasonic TU-DSl0 (loader 2.30, Dtiver s/w
version 3260A); UEC642 {loader 1.1, slw version
1.2.01g). Pro{essional lRDs I 0MV3000, Tandberg

TTl 100, Tandberg TT1200, 0ivicom PV1200. 0ptus
Aurora smarl cards are onlv assured to work in 0ptus

approved decoders loaded with 0ptus approved
software. Although non'approved decoders may 0perate
with an Aurora smart card on the Aurora system today,
0ptus will n0t guarantee this fortuitous situation will
always apply. 0ver the air software downloads which

may occur from time t0 time 10 Aurora approved
decoders, to provide improved functionality, may cause
operational problems to unapproved decoders. 0ptus

provides no support for problems related to unappr0ved
decoders and dealers should make this point clearly to

intending purchasers of smart cards and decoders.
Dealers selling unapproved decoders are responsible lo
ensure purchasers ol unapproved decoders are aware of

the 0ptus position which only suppons approved
decoders as syslem software changes are provided."

"What is the story with the lecent change flom
slw version 1.2 to slw version 1.0 on the Aurora
cards?"

E.1., 0ueensland
Optus originally explained 1.2 cards can only "store"

and process up to 20 programme services; 1.6 some
larger number. The price has also gone up ' those who
purchase 100 cards (minimum) now pay $75 rather than
$50-an increase which 0ptus says, "ls related to the
additional cost of dealing with Pirate cards." 0n the
other hand, read to right for conflicting statements also
from 0ptus during same week in Novemberl

uPtrsE
I December 15, 1999 I

Terrestrial digital (DVB-T)troubles. Although most satellite folks seem little
interested in how badly the rollout 0f terrestrial HDTV has gone in the USA, it would
be foolish t0 ignore the warning signs. The USA's technical people adopted a digital
tenestrial transmission standard based upon something known as the 8-VSB format,
similar in design to our satellite system. Unfortunately, with slightly more than 100

terrestrial TV stations now gperating there, major operating flaws have surfaced. The
m0st frightening situati0n involves attempts to receive 8-VSB terrestrial digital with
indoor "rabbit ear" 0r rod antennas attached to the TV ' it sinply does not work. Plus,

the required 0utd00r antenna must be far better in performance than virtually all

existing (analogue capable) outdoor antennas. And, "flats" and motels and other

masler antenna/coaxial cable distribution systems installed years ag0 for analogue

reception dgn't "play" either. What this says is people who want HDTV must install

a suitable, not inexpensive, rooftop (outdoor) receiving aerial which kills the concept

of extra sets moving around the house using back of set aerials. For a house to have

multiple sets, each will be required to be wired t0 a master rooftop antenna using

techniques significantly m0re stringent (and expensive) than their existing anal0gue

counterparts. A formal petition to the (American) FCC, asking that the 8'VSB
"standard" be revisited has been filed-and has the support of more than 50% of all
TV broadcasters. Now comes the all important Department of Defense (Pentagon)

formally asking the FCC to approve a change from the American 8'VSB system to the
European C0FDM terrestrial system. The Pentagon says,"the grlwing evidence that
digitaltelevision receiverc using ?-VSB may require large, highly directional 0utd00r
antennas for adequate signal reception" is a worry. "Such antennas wnuld be nlst
likety to be destroyed in a weather 0r national security ff/s/s" making it impossible
for citizens t0 tune.in important ggvernment advisories. And,"By c1ntrast C0FDM
appears to be a (nore) robust n1dulation systen which would significantly inprove
the ability t0 guarantee rccepti,n in rautine and nati\nal energency situati,ns."
8.VSB was more than 5 years in study and apprgval, TV broadcasters and netwgrks
have invested tens of billions of (US) dollars in the transition t0 this p0int ' all,
obviously, now at risk. Et tu, Australia? Productivity commission DTV hearings in
Sydney winding down as we g0 t0 press - mgst likely scenario, hearings will decide
previously issued draft report recommending against HDTV in Australia will be upheld.
Alas, Howard and Alston show n0 signs of changing their position that HD-DTV is

essential t0 the next millennium of Australian life. lf the Americans can admit they
made a mistake - why not Australia???

Aurora cards. As of early December, 1 1,852 RABS vouchers had been issued,
8,584 have been redeemed. Version 1.2 cards will stl/ be issued to business
customers, but no longer to RABS-class users. Upgrading f rom V1.2 to V1.6 will cost

f ull price 0f V 1 .6 . and we quote, " Cwrcntly therc is no advantage in replacing smart

cards as the vl.2 & vl.6 cards pertorn the sane functinn. There is no c1nnercial

agreenent yet in place t0 all7w a vl.6 card to be used f1r Aur1ra and Pay TV." And

this of.interest pglicy statemenl,"Allsnartcards renain the pr1pefty 0f flptus." Why
.you may wonder-are you paying A$105 for V1.6 cards, then? lf  you are a business,

can you deduct the cost 0f the card as a "rental" fee? Can you take a $105
deduction 0n your income tax at year'S end claiming a donation t0 Qptus? lf the catd
"remains the property of $ptus," is this a license fee to use their card? lf the card

remains their property and ygu want t0 upgrade from v1.2 to v1.6, why do you have

t0 pay a new fee AND return the old card as well? Curious and more curious.





Proving when somethine is wrong
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Smal ler  than a shoe box -  l ighter  than a d ig i ta l  lRD,

more accurate than most  of  us wi l l  ever  need.

further adjustment of azimuth, elevation, LNB centring or

LNB placement will result in more signal.

Digital signals are a "go or no-go" situation. When you have

enough signal to rise above the receiver sensitivity floor

(threshold), digital pictures appear. When you fall below that

threshold, all reception stops. Unlike analogue where grainy or

even noisy pictures are still visible, with digital there is no

less-than-perfect reception. Knowing the dish is truly peaked,

there is no more signal to be gained by funher antenna system

adjustments, is the mark of a professional.

Why care? The drawing to left says it all - the best BER (bit

error rate, or fewest digital errors) only occurs at one peaked

point with the antenna system. Anything less than this "leaves

signal" at the dish - where it does you no good' The more the

dish is pointed away from the satellite, the greater the BER -

until you reach a point where the digital receiver's threshold is

passed and there is no more reception. At that point,

comparable analogue from the same satellite is still present'

Some digital receivers give you a menu display function that

monitors signal level. Many such on screen displays are at best

relative and few have really adequate internal references. And,

it is not much fun - often impossible - to haul a TV set and an

IRD to the dish to assist while installing' What you need is

some way to accurately measure the BER at the dish while

installing. Hello - the Unaohm SBM105 is here-

This is a (A$2000 range) test instrument. It is not a toy and

not like the simplistic "go/no go" green and red "signal-light"

meters offered for pay-TV installers. The SBM105 tells you

real information about the signal which as you learn how to

properly use will make you a smarter, more capable installer

of C and Ku systems.
SBMIO5 combines analogue and digital functions, provides

a LCD 128 x 64 matrix display on which you read numbers

and display a form of specffum analysis. An intemal,

rechargeable lead acid battery, connection to an extemal

12ll8VDC, or through an external mains supply that doubles

as a charger (4 to 5 hours required for full battery charge) are

the powering options. It will power LNB(fl devices with (0),

13, 15 or l8V selection. LNB switching covers the normal

options - 22 kHz tone, DiSEqC. All of this in a 225 x 85 x

180mm container (housed in a nylon case) weighing around

2.8 kg (6.5 pounds) that is comfortably carried on the shoulder

with a stran.

i
1

The Next Generation Measurement Equipment
.UNAOHM SBM 105.

The recent experience with the European Bouquet (see p.

30) is a red flag alerting the industry to the potential mess that

can be created when well meaning people start to diddle with

MPEG-2 parameters. When an installer is faced with up to

100 irate dish system owners who have suddenly lost their

EBB reception, those responsible for causing this turmoil

should at least be honest with their explanations.
Digital reception is totally dependent upon the correct

matching of transmission parameters and receiver instructions.

MPEG-2 DVB Compliant is supposed to establish benchmark

(reference) parameters which if followed by the broadcaster

ensures that DVB receivers will be able to receive the

broadcasts. When you sell a digital TVRO (system), install it

properly and make the desired services (such as EBB) play'

short of some equipment failure, the customer should have

EBB service for life.
The key here is to identif, the transmission parameters.

Normally, if you enter the EBB parameters (4000/1150H2,

Msym 28.125, FEC 314), coffiect the IRD to an appropriate

dish with the correct LNB and feed, and point the dish at

AsiaSat 2 - you have service. But there are warnings in this'

Most dishes are installed when it is not rainy, and not overly

ra'indy. Fine weather is ideal for working outside but it is a best

case situation; how can you be certain the system will function

when it does rain and the wind does blow against the dish

(causing it to move slightly in one direction or another)?

Signal degradation, especially at Ku band but to a lesser extent

at C as ivell, is very much a function of path losses' And the
"path loss" we are concerned with here is from the satellite to

the dish receiving antenna - especially the last kilometre or

fwo through the lower atmosPhere.
As Mark Long explains in SPACE Pacific Report 9908 and

9908 (cunently on Mediasat), "Digital is dangerous because

without instrumentation, it is almost impossible to determine

whether the dish is peaked or not! Peaking the dish means

you have wrung the last portion of a dB out of the system - no

<- Best BER
and analogue

Threshold of BER,
noisy analogue

{- analogue "gone"



Spectral display on AsiaSat 375511395 (well, close) vertical - Arirang TV at cente. Set up for digital
analysis (middle) shows CFO (signal centred in pass band) at 375711393 - see text.  On r ight,  Ar irang"CH(annel)  BER" is indicated 5.8E-3, Post Viterbi  BER is 4.9E-5 and Reed-solomon error count at t ime o{

photo was RUOOOOS. See text.

As an instrument, you can measure and depend upon the
following;

l) Whetherthe digital signal is "locked" or "unlocked"

2) Channel BER (bit error rate)
3) Post Viterbi BER
4) Reed-Solomon (uncorrected) cumulative error counts
5) dBuV signal level
6) CN (carrierto noise ratio)
7) Tuning offset (CFO), whether you are tuned spot on or are

off frequency (and if so - by how many MHz)
The LCD display doubles as a spectrum analyser as well -

and you select the bandwidth to be scanned and displayed (50,
100, 300 and 500 MHz). The display takes a little getting used
to if you are accustomed to using a CRT analyser - the
transponders appear as "blocks" (squares) built up as a
function of signal level and width on the display.
Let's see what it can do

The frrst idea we had was to go through each and every
digital carrier in our field of view to record the BER - kind of
a master reference and way to compiue the relative
performance of each. Approaching the 50th measurement
point, we realised Christmas would arrive before we were
through (a small exaggeration of course) and we gave that up
as a time wasting exercise.

There is more than the simple BER readout to dial-up and
record on paper. This instrument measures BER three separate
ways. The excellent manual makes the case that because there
is more than one place within the digital signal to make a BER
measurement, different design instruments provide different
readings. Peter Lacey, representing the SBMl05 in Australia,
argues that early meters available in Europe were giving such
widely different readings of the same signal from the same
dish that users began to suspect the accuracy of the diflerent
instruments. And he suggests Unaohm decided to solve this
question by providing all three common measurement modes.

Well, it turns out that while it may be "nice" to know all three
of these different numbers, we have to wonder how much use
the Post Viterbi number really is. P-V BER means measuring
errors after (or, post) the Viterbi "correction" circuit. Here's
the rub. Pv may work to one efficiency in the SBM105, and a
totally different effrciency in the IRD of your choice. CH BER
is always the same, before elror correction. And
Reed-Solomon? It means the total number of errors still
remaining, in a period of time, after all (FEC) conections have
been done.

For our money, knowing the CH BER is fundamental. With
the SBMIO5 you can leave the machine running (on an AC or
external DC supply) and note how the RU (Reed Solomon)
"count" advances over say an hour, or 8 hours. When it counts
as high as 65535, the counter recycles to 00000 and restarts.

Now - the fun stttff. We started off not being able to find
Arirang. Or many others. Then we found we were having our
difficulty primarily with SCPC services (those with symbol
rates below 7 or so). We sat down to reread the manual,
noticing that even on the signals that would lock, our "CFO,'

reading was always in the "minus" (-) column and from this
learned the local oscillator in our LNB was in fact operating at
5148 MHz and not the prescribed (and standard) 5150. We
had entered 1395 (which is 5150 minus the C-band operating
frequency of 3755) and Arirang did not lock. The keyboard
allows you to enter all of the parameters (L-band frequency,
Msym, FEC) and push "go." If it does not work, you can
"walk" the L-band frequency up or down in I MHz steps. At
1393 (L-band), which is 5148 minus 3755, it "Locked."

If this was an isolated case, we might have fwo other
explanations, being: (l) Arirang is off frequency itself by 2
MHz, or, (2) the SBMIO5 is off frequency by 2 MHz. By
checking other AsiaSat 3 vertical services, we quickly found
that using the CFO reading verified all digital (and analogue)
services on this side of this satellite were offby between 2 and

RF input is through BNC connector using BNC/F P83 adapters suppl ied. " ln" provides power to LNB, out
al lows daisy chaining of addit ional equipment ( lef t) .  Powering opt ions are on opposite side panel (r ight) .



E B B  w o u l d  n o t  l o c k  -  w h e n  1 1 5 0  ( 5 1 5 0  m i n u s
4OOO) and Msym 28.125, FEC 314 were entered.

Strange - there i t  was playing on a Panasonic 52O!

3 MHz from published (and official) figures. There is a strong
lesson here for everyone who experiences difficulty getting
various services to load and stay locked with their IRD - if
your LNB local oscillator is off by a couple of MHz, you need
to correct your L-band (or C-band) input fiequency to
compensate. The fact is - the CFO reading is almost worth the
price of the SBM105, alone.

OK - so we identified one C-band LNB with a local
oscillator frequency that was off a bit. So2 Next we moved on

to AsiaSat 2 and dialled up the European Bouquet
(4000/1150H2, Msym 28.125 ,FEC 314; above). SBM105 said
"Unlock" - no signal there. We knew better with separate

receivers independently playing DW, TV5, RAI and MCM

from the same feed at the same time. By now, smarter, we

began to walk down in frequency. Now - this is a new dish and

a new LNB - new to the SBMl05 that is. "Down" was a hunch,

after the Arirang experience on As3. At ll49 L-band
(indicating an LNB LO of 5149) we had lock (below)' But the

CFO said we were off (low) by 3 MHz. As all C-band signals

are inverted, "low" or -3 is really qp three at the local

oscillator. So down to I146 which translates with a 4000 MHz

downlink to an LO frequency of 5146. As the middle and right

photos below show, "Bingo."

Recall that the Arirang signal, SCPC and quite narow at

that, had to be spot-on the correct L-band frequency to lock

(1393 in our case). One MHz either way, no lock, although the

signal level is strong and the error rate very comfortable. On

the other hand, the EBB service would lock when the L-band

frequency was as much as 3 MHz away from "CFO" but as the

numbers directly below show, the BER was close to threshold

for this meter (they wam you of this by posting exclamation
marks - !!!!! - after the reading). Assumption, partially valid -

MCPC wideband signals lock far more easily than SCPC
narrow band signals. Not just with this meter - but with a//
digital processing equipment including your favourite IRD.
Whom do you trust?

When you set out to spend $2,000 for a piece of test
equipment, you would like to believe you can "trust it" to give
you verifiable information.

The SBMIO5 has "traceable" standards built-in making it
that kind of instrument. But of greater importance is its
repeatability. Can you use it today on EBB, memorise the
numbers, and then use it again next week and the week after at
new installations to relate their measurement numbers to the
first set? Yes, with a provision. Operating temperature.

Setting this meter (or any other quality instrument) in the
bright sunlight for an extended period of time and allowing the
internal circuit temperatures to rise is not advised. Meter
accuracy and meter repeatability are proportional to the
circuit's operating temperature. Unaohm states the analogue
calibration is done for a range between l8 and 28C although
the operating temperature range is 5 to 40C. What this says is -

when it gets close to either 5C or 40C, the numbers you see on
the LCD analogue display will vary from the "calibration

standard." How much? They say +/- 3.5dB.
What we found in testing was the meter repeats itself nicely,

and seems to be far more tolerant of higher temperatures than
Unaohm suggests. You want to have something you can turn
on, use and believe. We found the SBMIO5 was believable
under any conditions we could create.
And -

Analogue signals on the spectrum display are obvious - enter
the L-band centre fiequency for a carrier and instantly the
display shifts to place that llequency in the centre of the

screen. Now push C/N and you have an instant carrier to noise
reading - perfect for adjusting a dish to a new satellite.

In the field, we expect most will use the display mode to

initially locate a satellite (as it shows both analogue and digital

signals), next the analogue C,t'{ measurement to get the dish

fine tuned and last selecting a digital signal, the CH BER to do

the hnal system adjustments. And when it tells you the LO is

off frequency? You adjust your L-band or C-band memory

frequencies to compensate for that particular installation.
We'll continue this in January. SBMIO5 is available from

Lacey's Australia, l2 Kitson St., Frankston, Victoria 3199; tel
++6 | -3 -97 83-23 8 8, fax ++6 1 -3 -97 83 -51 6'7 and email through

placey@netlink.com. au.

Compare  1149 L-band " lock"  aga ins t  1150 "un locked"  a t  top  o f  page bu t  no te  CFO is  -3MHz ( le f t ) .  Wi th  CFO o f

O MHz,  CH BER is  3 .1E-2  (no t  good as  ind ica ted  by  " ! ! ! ! ! "  marks  fo l low ing  read ing ;  cen t re ) .  And SNR was a

miserly 3.6 dB (r ight) .  These European Bouquet measurements were taken during the height of  their

late-November data stream problems (November 25).
x
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Sensitive" clean pictures. easy to use

STRONG's 4600
DIGITAL IRD

First impressions of the Strong SRT 4600 relate to the

almost overpowering graphics and easy to use software' Not

only is the IRD quick to go from shipping container to

operation, the important frequently used routines are logically

presented in a way that even consumers should f,rnd them

friendly.
From the first Panasat 520 IRDs imported from South Africa

under cover ofdarkness, the receiver industry has come a long

ways indeed. It is no longer necessary to accept an IRD that is

insensitive, slow to use, and staggers from transponder to

transponder.
Strong has obviously made a list of those firnctions which

most users require and then rethought the software routines to

simplifo their application. Set up proceeds as follows (many of

these will be the default settings and already functional when

you turn on the IRD):
l) TV Set parameters - five selections to mate the IRD

output to the TV set input (whether at RF or through a SCART

cable):
2) Local parameters - selecting the language of the menu

display, entering the local time for the clock functions
j) Service mode parameters - A tad confusing as you have

two choices - DTH (which is you) and SMATV (which is not)'

Set-up begins with displaying the on-screen menu - password

protected (default 1234 but can be changed)' Parental rating is

ih. firtt option - allowing the user to deny access to specified

channels unless a security password is entered' This particular

function might prove counter productive as each time a

password protected parental rated channel is selected, the

password must be entered to view the channel- On the other

hand, if you ignore this function it won't get in the way of

normal viewing.
Installation entries

The 4600 has in memory virnrally all of the popular C and

many Ku satellites in our region. The menu leads you to select

the desired satellite which once selected becomes the "target'"

With the dish pointed at that satellite, you then instruct the

4600 to go through all memorised transponders - a simple key

stroke (it will ask if you want only FTA or "all," including

encrypted, channels to be found). There is a subroutine that

depends upon your polariry switching system; 0/l2V switch'

l4ll8v switch, 22 KHz switch or DiSEqC switch. If the

installation switches vertical and horizontal probes using

l4ll8v switching - as most consumer installations now do -

you simply select that option (see on-screen photo here)'

At this point the receiver knows:

1) Which satellite (and from that which transponders as

found in its memory)
2) Which category of signals (FTA or all)

3) Which type of polarity switching to employ as it goes

through the satellite from end to end .

Lost in the photo but there none the less -  twin SCART sockets (one each video/VCR, and, TV set) '  And a

by-now f amil iar rear deck that loops L-band, provides RCA twin audio, v ideo and o/12 vol t '



Automatic channel search depends upon preloaded
transponder data. Once the parameters for search
are establ ished, receiver wi l l  fo l low them unt i l  to ld

to do otherwise.

New parameters for non-memory transponder. With
23 previously loaded-searched services, add-on

becomes #24. Other options - save data to
memory, signal level of any frequency.

i

The receiver default-assumes your local oscillator for
C-band is 5150; you can change this if required. And you are
ready to search the full satellite ("start").

Loading time will depend upon the satellite's inventory - As2
with all of the Chinese services takes around 3 minutes.
AsiaSat 3 with fewer services only a minute or so. As each
transponder is searched, a status menu lists them one by one on
the screen (memory position number - such as " I ", frequency -
such as "4.000 GHz," status - such as ") OK"). Now,
suppose there are new services which activated after the
factory loaded the memory?

After loading everything from memory on each satellite of
interest, and conducting a search, you then select "TP Install"
which simply means a new set of non-factory-memorised
parameters for a brand new frequency will be scanned after
entry. Each new TP Scan entry requires the operating (C-band)
frequency, polarisation (so the LNB switching knows how to
function), the Symbol Rate (it will find the FEC on its own),
and whether this is an FTA or encrypted service. And "start."

New services are "filed" on the list at the end of the in-memory
list for each satellite.

Typically, you will do these functions in less time that it
requires to read our summation. The user is presented at the
end of the exercise with a channel list which can be edited, or
rearranged in sequence to suit their needs. Encrypted
channels, if "all" is selected in scanning, are indicated with a
"S" symbol. Most consumers will want these removed from
channel list memory ("delete"), most enthusiasts will leave
them in place (there is always that hope such channels might
tum offthe encryption at some point!). TV and radio channels
have separate lists. A "Favorite" list can be "bookmarked"

with a / mark on screen - new channels located and filed at the
end of the normal satellite list can be moved to their logical
(by C-band frequency listing) position after being found. The
user can also select a single channel and "Lock" it there -
denying channel surfing rights to "guest viewers" when you are
away from home (this amounts to the reverse of password
protected channels).
Handv touches -

When you do a search and find a signal, a "signal

Sensitivity" menu allows verification of the overall
"headroom" (signal quality) of the service. From that menu,
once in, the satellite and the ffansponder number can be

"scrolled" one to the next to the next. This produces a quick
way to check the quality ofevery signal being received - at the
time of installation, the "Signal Locked!" performance bar can
be written down for future houble shooting reference (see
photo, p. l3). The same information bar can also be used to
peak a dish - we found the sensitivity of the "percentage"

display excellent and instant to respond as we tweaked on the
dish system.

Another handy display is the "Information Plate,', accessed
by pushing on the "Info" button - a quick way to identify the
service provider.
Performance -

We have noticed with receivers arriving for test over the past
90 days that a new plateau ofperformance is now "standard."

As recently as six months ago, there were significant
performance differences between various brands and models.
In testing IRDs, we always have our own set of "diffrcult,'

services to check - away of establishing how sensitive the IRD
might be, and whether it has any special problems with
borderline data streams.

Double check on your intention - when you do
change parameters in system set-up, receiver asks
you to verify before deleting previous information.

>  p .  1 3



After 14 years
ol providing and
installing dishes

Irom 1.8m to 13m
throughout the

Pacific -

A total operating estahlished business with an enviable track record. Conplete ' all tools, a sizeable
inventory of (Andrew, Patriot, fr.5.1., Scientific Atlanta and other) antennas up to 6.5M in size, trailer

m1unted antennas equipped for demo or downlinking cnntract fulfilnent, digital and analogue receivers,

LNBs, feeds . first class (American) Chevy work vehicle, and work in process lreal estate optional with
ln-site pads for dishes up to | 3m in size!)'

INCLUDES: Dishes up to 6.5 metres in size on operating rental agreements at well established, 4-A

rated, client facilities. Ongoing commercial business with clients such as AAPT, BT, Prime TV, Sky NZ

and many more. Spectrum analysers, full tool and field construction equipment - everything we have

needed to go virtually anyplace in the Pacific to install antennas up to l3m in size.

FLEXIBLE purchase arrangements. Your option one: Purchase business and inventory, move to your

own location. your option two: Purchase business and Whangaparaoa (north of Auckland) property (with dishes,

pads for dishes to l3m in place, microwave linking permits to Auckland in hand). Your option three (at seller's

discretion): Purchase segments less properfy, company (Chevy) work vehicle.

What we do: pacific Antennas Limited is the leading satellite dish rebuildel in the Pacific. We purchase,

refurbish, resell and install as required professional grade transmit and receive satellite antenna systems featuring

s'me 0f the mgst creative mgunting and tracking systems 0n the planet. This is a hands'on business with a

dedicated professional staff available for new management and enthusiasm'

Pricing: All up ' NZ$33O,000 *
Serious enquiries only - the present owner does not hwe

time for dish thumpers who get in the way of his fishing!
* - includes rental contracts, all equipment



Confidence factor -  when service has been scanned,
is locked and ready to view - text on screen says so.

l f  unsuccessful ,  tel ls you that as wel l .

Ver i f icat ion of  ef for t  -  conf i rmat ion of  s ignal  qual i ty .
IRD wi l l  scro l l  through a l l  loaded channels to repor t

on s ignal  level  and qual i ty  (73% here) .

In the November SaIFACTS we reported the latest Hyundai
(HSS800CI) loaded ever).thing on our list, missing nothing.
The Strong 4600 does just as well.

What this tells us is those distinctive performance and
features that separate price levels for satellite receivers are
rapidly disappearing. In terms of signal detection
performance, there are now good receivers and slightly but not
significantly "gooder" IRDs. Software continues to separate
the basic from the more deluxe units but even that gap is
narrowing.

There are no negatives about the SRT 4600 that we would
wring out in a month of testing. No glitches, no "turn it off for
a reset," no annoying software routine miscues. Equally at
home on C or Ku, any format video, PowerVu or "real" DVB
as long as the service is FTA.

Source is SATECH (61477 Warrigal Road, Moorabbin East,
Victoria 3189 - tel ++61-3-9553-3399, fax ++61-3-9553-
3393) and their authorised distributors in Australia and New
Zealand.
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Calculating cable. passive losses

There are few locations on this earth where a person will
find a totally "clean" RF spectrum - one with no signals. A
piece ofcoaxial cable is one ofthose. It has a beginning and an
end, and if properly terminated at both ends with a resistance
(impedance) that approximates the transmission line
impedance, inside of the cable the spectrum will be pure and
clean. No signals at all.

Which becomes an invitation to create your own "specffum"

and to send through that piece of coaxial cable signals which
are of your selection, to the exclusion of all others. But there
is a price for this "virgin territory."

The price is attenuation - the cable (any cable) is not a "loss

less" medium and the signal entered at the top end (beginning)

will be weaker (less strong) at the opposite end (terminus).

Attenuation is a function of cable type (usually defined as
cable size, or diameter), and, the operating frequency of the
signal(s).

The general rules are as follows:
l) Larger diameter cable has less loss at any specified

frequency for a unit of length - than smaller diameter cable
2) As the operating frequency of the signal(s) increases

(becomes a larger number), the attenuation losses per unit

length of cable increase
Attenuation is another word for loss - a weakening of the

signal (voltage) present. Attenuation is most conveniently
measured with a signal level meter designed to accurately
measure fractions of a "volt" of signal; a millivolt (one

thousandth of a volt) or a microvolt (one millionth of a volt). A

millivolt or microvolt reading signal level meter is simply a

voltmeter with two changes from a common Dick Smith

instrument:
l) It detects radio frequency signals by user specified

frequency (found through pushing buttons, tuning a knob,

using a keypad)
2) Those radio frequency signals seldom attain even a

one-volt level - typically they are significantly less than one

volt.
Attenuation is usually talked about in a unit of measurement

called the "decibel" - which means in literal translation
"one-tenth unit of the bel" (or - a'bel" is l0 dB). The joy of

using decibels comes down to this:
You can add and subtract decibels directly. This' is

something that is not as easy to do with adding and subtracting

fractional volts. There is a reference table translating dB

figures to actual microvolts (or millivolts) but for most

applications dBuV (decibels greater or larger than I microvolt)

or dBmV (decibels greater or larger than I millivolt) solves

most of your mathematical calculations. These notes:

dBuV means some amount of signal greater than I microvolt
- which is about the lowest practical signal level worth

measuring (a dB in dBuV and a dB in dBmV are the same)'

dBmV means some amount of signal great than I millivolt -

and as milli means 1,000 - a I millivolt reading is the same

Loss per 1OO metres in common cables

Gable (only) losses in 2OO metre system

Cable (onlv) losses in 500 metre svstem

Typical "flat" losses for passive components

Passives 2 way 3 way 4 way 8 way

V-UHF 4.0  dB 6 . 0  d B 7 . 5  d B 1 0 . 5  d B

CATV 3 . 5  d B 5 . 2  d B 7 . 2  d B 1 2 . 0  d B

Direct.
coupler

o.4-3.2
dB

0 . 5 - 3 . 5
dB

number as 1,000 microvolts. Therefore 0 dBmV or 0 dB of

signal more than I millivolt is 1,000 dBuV. However, you can

go through life not aware of any of this as long as you grasp

The World of RF Distribution
(part three)

Cable
Type

54
M H z

90
M H z

1 7 4
M H z

230
M H z

5 5 0
M H z

59/U 5 . 6 4 6 . 6 8 9 . 2 3 1 0 . 9 19.42

6/U 4.43 5 . 2 6 7 . 2 5 8 . 5 7 15.28
" t1 tu 3 . 3 2 3 . 9 5 5 . 5 4 6.42 1 1  . 4 6

500
rardl ine

1 . 3 5 1 . 6 3 2 . 3 3 2 . 7 9 5 . 0 8

7 5 0
rard l ine

0 . 9 6 1 . 1 5 1 . 6 3 1 . 9 4 3 . 5 4

Cable Type 54 MHz 23O MHz 5 5 O  M H z

59 lU 1 1  . 2 8 2 1 . 8 3 8 . 8 4

6/U 8 . 8 6 1 7  . 1 4 3 0 . 5 6

1 1 l U 6 . 6 4 1 2 . 8 4 2 2 . 9 2

500
hardline

2 . 7 1 5 . 5 8 1 0 . 1 6

7 5 0
hard l ine

1 . 9 2 3 . 8 8 7 . 0 8

Cable type 54  MHz 23O MHz 55O MHz

59/U 28.2 5 4 . 5 9 7 . 1

6/U 2 2 . 1 5 4 2 . 8 5 76.4

11 tU 1 6 . 6 3 2 . 1 57.3

500
hardl ine

6 . 7 5 1 3 . 9 5 2 5 . 4

7 5 0
hardl ine

4 . 8 9 . 7 1 7 . 7
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54 MHz = 11.28 dB loss, 230 MHz = 21.80 dB loss

200m RG-ll/U:

54 MHz = 6.64 dB loss, 230 MHz= 17.14 dB loss

After 200m of cable loss, through RG-59/U, 55 MHz
will be 70.72 dBuV, 230 MHz will be 70.2 dBuV;
After 200m of cable loss, through RG-l1/U, 55 MHz
will be 75.36 dBuV, 230 MHz wil l be 89.16 dBuV

500m RG-6/U
54 MHz = 22.15 dB loss , 230 MHz = 42.85 dB loss

After 500m of cable loss through
RG6-U, 55 MHz will be 62.85 dBuV,
230 MHz wil l be 63.15 dBuV

Above -  i f  the ONLY loss in  the system is  cable,  the select ion of  cable makes a s igni f icant  d i f ference in the
end-of- l ine level  versus the headend s ignal  level  that  goes in to the cable.  Below, when you add " f la t "  passive

losses f rom spl i t ters and d i rect ional  couplers,  the rat io  of  losses does not  change -  only  the absolute
numbers.

200 m of RG-59/U:
54 MHz = 11.28 dB loss, 230 MHz = 21.80 dB loss

200 m of RG-6/U:
54 MHz = 8.86 dB loss, 230 MHz= 17.14 dB loss

passive losses 15.5 dB to end

500m of RG-59/U:
MHz = 28.2 dB, 230 MHz = 54.5
500m of RG-6/U:
54 MHz = 22.05 dB, 230 MHz =
42.85 dB

After 200m of RG-59/U loss AND 15.5
dB of passive losses, 55 MHz will be
71.22 dBuY,230 MHz is 70.7 dBuV;
through RG-6/U: 55 MHz = 73.64dBuV
and 230 MHz is 75.36 dBuV

After 500m of RG-59/U + passives:
55 MHz = 58.3 dBuV, 230 MHz =

passive losses = 15.5 dB to end

48.0 dBuV

After 500m of RG-6/U +
passives, 55 MHz = 64.35
dBuV, 230 MHz = 59.65 dBuV

230 MHz
+118 dBuV

that losing dB through attenuation must be balanced
someplace in the system by gaining dB through an amplifier.

A piece of cable, then, creates loss - a natural side effect of
cable dynamics. You makeup or compensate for that loss by
"launching" or starting the signal flow at the input end of the
cable (called "headend") with sufficient signal level (measured
in dBuV or dBmV) to counteract the losses in the cable.

Simple numbers: If the cable has 20 dB of loss from start to
termination end, and you need a certain amount of signal level
at the end - the amount of signal at the launch point must be
the amount required at the end plus the 20 dB of loss along the
way.

Some examples where you normally do not need
amplification. In the satellite dish to satellite receiver cable
connection, there is loss. But - as the satellite receiver operates

quite nicely with less signal than the LNB (amplifier) puts out,
the system can tolerate cable loss between the two points
without adversely affecting the performance of the receiver. In
this example, the LNB manufacturer has built into the LNB
sufficient gain to equal (l) the minimum recommended signal
level for the input of the receiver, plus, (2) the maximum likely
amount of cable loss (attenuation) between the satellite dish
and the receiver.

In a cable distribution environment, such as an apartment,
hotel, motel or office complex, we have two slightly different
categories of cable loss (attenuation). First there is the cable
itself, greater losses at higher fiequencies, higher losses with
smaller cable (RG-59/U is smaller in diameter, therefore
having more loss, than RG-6/U). If rhe object of our cable
distribution system is to carry television programme channels

> p . 1 8
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The STRONG SRT 45OO

is now available for

immediate delivery

from SATECH!

(See review page lO, this issue)
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SATECH Distributors for the full

- exceptional strength and
wind resistance

- accurate reception

CABLES
Timas Fibre & Comscope

huge range ol

-  duel
- quad
- flooded

RG6 & RG11

- messngered

also 5 core tracking
system cable
( available by re€l or p€r meler )

range of GALAMP
- CALAMP C band 25k voltage switching LNBF
- CALAMP KU band 1db prime focus voltage

switching LNBF
- CALAMP KU band 1 db otf-set voltage switching

LNBF
- CALAMP C band digi-ready phase locked loop

25K LNB
- CALAMP C band mini-mag 17k LNB
- CALAMP C band mini-mag digi extended 20k

LNB
- CALAMP KU band 0.8 db LNB
- CALAMP KU band 1db high stability LNB
- CALAMP C band eldended professional ll low

phase 20k
- CALAMP MMDS integrated antenna

also avallable cyclone 2.3m mesh dish

easy to install cost etfective

www.satech.com.au or email to us at satellite@satech.com.au

DISHES
SATECH your no.1 paraclipse distrlbutor
for the complete paracllpse range
Paraclipse Dishes

lfllmro Sflrnrnr
\Y, U U \1, e, $ LY/ Lj,

- receivers
- dlshes
- cables
- fly leads
- wallplates
- feedhorns
- Lnbs
- tools
- tape
- poles
- decktite

Shop

SATECH
Distributors

for the
full range of

PARACLIPSE

e

Ring us for the lastest products from Strong Technologies
- Dishs 65 cm, 90 cm and 2 - 3 m
. LNB's
- Digital Receiver

All products available through the following SATECH distributors:
-Satech {Victorial Tel: (O3) 9553 3399

-South Satellite (South Australial Tel: (08) 8377 0955
-Network Satellite Services (NSW) Tel: (O2) 9687 9903

- Norsat (Western Australia) Tel: (O8l 9451 83OO
-Mathews Electronic Service Services (New Zealand) Tel: {O9} 634 5130, outside Auckland

0800-777 376



RF Dist r ibut ion -  cont inued f  rom p.  1 5

from one location (the "headend") to multiple secondary
locations (such as rooms with TV outlets), we have defined the

amount of signal required at the end of the line.
A television set functions properly with an input signal level

between +60 and +80 dBuV (most VCR, satellite receiver

modulators output between 70 and 75 dBuV).
Adding up the losses-

In any cable distribution system, even the simple link from

the satellite dish to the receiver. there are tlvo distinct
categories of loss:

1) Cable attenuation
2) "Flat" loss
Cable attenuation varies with ffequency - as the table on p.

l4 shows (top, right hand side of page). Therefore the highest
frequency to be carried by the cable system becomes the
"benchmark" for calculations.

"Flat loss" does not vary (significantly) with frequency. A

signal splitter, for example, has the same "loss" (or division of

available signal) at all frequencies carried by the .:able. Two,

three, four and eight way splitter "loss" is found in the table on
p. 14 (bottom, right).

When calculating "total cable system loss" you sum (add) the

two categories of loss together - the cable attenuation at the

highest frequency to be carried - a number that depends upon

the length of the cable, the type of cable, the frequency, and,

the flat loss. Examples are given on p. 15 - two different

lengths (200 metres, 500 metres) for two different types of

cable (RG-59/U and RG-6ru). Remember - the amount of total

signal required at the highest frequency to be cable transmitted

is the sum of the cable attenuation at this frequency in the

cable length to be used, plus, flat losses - added to the

recommended input signal for the receiver(s) connected to the

cable l ine.
Not at the end -

ln the two preceding instalments of this report, we looked at

various ways of taking signal out of the coaxial line at each

receiver location between the "headend" and the end of the

line (terminus). Common signal "splitters" are one way - but

as the diagram below illustrates, this is a wasteful (and

problem creating) approach. Because the typical television set

wants to see someplace between 60 and 80 dBuV of input

signal (on each channel), anyhing more than 80 is

troublesome. The TV set's on-screen image can be degraded

by too much signal just as too little signal creates a grainy

(snowy) image. If - as shown below - the headend signal is
+110 dBuV, and you connect the first TV set nearest the

headend with a 2-way (or 3, 4 way) splitter , nearly half of the

total headend output goes to the first TV set (in decibel

measurements, when the signal voltage is cut in half, the signal

level goes down by 3 dB; I l0 cut in half produces 107 dBuV).

Calculat ing how much ampl i f icat ion is  requi red

#1) Determine the recommend input  s ignal  level  to
the receiv ing equipment

#21 At  the h ighest  f requency to be t ransmit ted
through the cable you have selected,  determine

how much loss there wi l l  be
#3) Take the dBuV level  recommended to the (TV)

set ,  add the number of  dB of  cable loss between
the antenna (headend) and the receiver  and you

have the min imum output  requi red f rom the

ampl i f ier  (LNBF) at  the antenna/  headend.

Examp le :  70  dBuV requ i reO inpu t  s i gna l ,  30  dB  o f
loss between s ignal  source and receiver :  7O + 30

=  1OO dBuV a t  s i gna l  sou rce .

In the drawing here, the 2-way splitters are cutting the
available input signal by 4 dB to each output port on the
splitter - few splitters are so perfect as to achieve a true "3 dB
split."

Just for the number drill:
- 2-way splitter reduces the level by 4 dB (110 dBuV

becomes 106 dBuV)
- 3-way splitter reduces the level by 6 dB (110 dBuV

becomes 104 dBuV)
- 4-way splitter reduces the level by 7.5 dB (110 dBuV

becomes 102.5 dBuV)
- 8-way splitter reduces the level by 10.5 dB (110 dBuV

becomes 99.5 dBuV).
Three, four and eight way splitters reduce the signal a greater

amount simply because each output gets a proportional amount
of the original signal at the input.

When one output port on a splitter is used to feed the
following splitter, there is a minimum signal level reduction of
4 dB with each successive splitter (more if using a 3, 4 or 8
way splitters).

Nobody who thinks this out and understands what is
happening uses signal splitters as line "tap-off' devices.
Rather, directional couplers are substituted for splitters. The
directional coupler or "tap" allows the installer to select a lap
valuethat corresponds to the signal level where the tap is to be
installed. If the signal level is +100 dBuV and you want to
deliver +80 dBuV to the TV set at that location, a (-) 20 dB
tap is installed (100 - 80 : 20). Minus (-) 20 means the signal
level through the tap fitting will be 20 dB lower than the signal
level coming into the tap. Another advantage to the directional
coupler - it only requires a small amount of signal to operate.
A -20 dB tap, for example, removes only 0.7 dB of signal from
the main line. Compare that with a2-way splitter's 4 dB "loss."

This series will continue in future editions of SatFACTS.
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Excessive signal - poor results, wasteful design



TURN YOUR FIXED
MULTI-SATELLTTE

ANALOG OR DIGITAL sYsTEM TNTO A
SYSTEM WITH THESE ACCESSORTES:

Sinele Axis Positioner
Update your fixed satellite
system with thiq positioner,

Cat# M1000 $199

18 inch Actuator
Special price $260.

Order M1000 and Ml510
together and pay only $400

SAVE 860!

Ca t#  M1510

24 inch Actuator
Special price $280.

Order M1000 and MI540
together and pay only $420

SAVE $60!

Cat# M1540

0/12v Coaxial Relay
Automatically switch between 2 Cband

dishes or a C and K band dish. Suits IRDs
with 0ll2Y RCA outlet. $49

Cat# P1700

Manual Coax Switch
Manually switch between 2 dishes and one

receiver. This switch caffies DC to the LNB
and is rated to 2000MHz $39

Cat # 52000
Dual Band Combiner

Mix the outputs of 2 LNBs at the dish and
feed one cable. Saves the extra cable run
and drilling through walls etc. Use a
standard IF splitter like our X1550 to feed
2 receivers inside. $39

Cat # X1750

4 Wav AA/ Sienal Switcher
Too many remotes in your house? Use this

intelligent switcher to prioritize A/V
sources. Input I has priority.

If source to Input 1 is off, Input 2 assumes
priority. Detects and switches the active

input to 2parallel outputs. $99
Cat # Tr951

Satmaster Lite for Windows 95/98
Use this 2 disk software to give pointing
co-ords for all visible satellites from your

location, calculate downlink budgets
for digital and analog signals, make solar
outage predictions show rain attenuation
etc etc. Has huge multicountry database.

s199
Cat# S 1101

Logsat Professional
CD ROM software shows visual display of

multiple satellites to allow prediction of
exact location of inclined satellites at any

time. Updated Keplerian elements are
available every day via the Internet.

We use this to find inclined Gorizont,
amateur and polar orbiting satellites. $119
Cat# 51150

The Practical Guide to Satellite TV
Second edition, printed this year has 122 pages of data, footprints, theory of operation and

history of satellite TV. Find out how satellites work and how to receive their signals.
Written in easy to understand language, not Swahili! $39

Cat # 81030

nv-c
P.O. Box 225 Balgowlah NSW 2093 Austra l ia
TEL:  612 9949741,7 FAX: 61299497095

Web:  ht ip : / /www.avcomm.com.au Emai l :  sa les@avcomm.com.au
You are welcome to.ioin our E-Mail Newsletter Service.

Just  send E-Mai l  to  addme@avcomm.com.au.

*  Pr ices  do  no t  inc lude sh ipp ing  and inc lude Aust ra l ian  Sa les  Tax .  (  i f  app l i cab le  )



SPACE Pacinc
Satellite

Programme

Access

CommittEe
A trade association for users, designers,

installers, sellers of private satellite-direct
systems in the Pacific Ocean & Asia Regions
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Follow-up to Canal + Bouquet
The French language Canal + / RFO bouquet on 1701, Ku

spot beam 2, is now fully operational. There is a measure of

disappointment that fooprint levels south of the boresight

appear below predictions.
The original forecast levels called for 42 dBw (1'6m) into

Melbourne, 45 dBw (1.16m) for Sydney, 39 dBu (2.1m) for

the northern tip of North Island (NZ). Based upon reports to

SaIFACTS, as posted on our Web site, we believe the

boresight (centre) of the footprint is north and west of the

intended location. And there are some abnormalities with the

observations.
Pietro Casoar (DigitalSat, Melbourne) using a "slightly

warped" l.5m Andrews prime focus dish measures 9.5 dB

carrier to noise ratio using a Gardiner .7 dB noise figure
"Universal" LNB. This translates to between 43 and 44 dBw -

actually greater than the forecast.
Francis Kosmalski (Auckland) with a 3.7m Ku rated dish is

barely at threshold with a .7 dB (Universal) LNB. Here at

SaIFACTS, we found our threshold is with a 3m Ku rated dish.

The New Zealand coverage is from 2 to 3 dB below

expectation.
Alain Corroy (Queensland) reports he has above threshold

reception with a 60cm "Austar" dish. He notes, "In New

Caledonia the (Canal + supplied) Pioneer IRD is producing a
'signal level' of 3.5 on 80cm dishes. We have the same level
(3.5) on a 85cm (Penta) dish on the Gold Coast (of

Queensland)." A report from Blacktown (near Sydney) claims

a signal level of 3 on a 90cm dish. The Pioneer IRD

instruction manual recommends a signal level of 3 and that the
"sensitivity" be "in the green." The parameters are I1.610 Hz,

Msym 30.000,FBC 3/4', CA is Mediaguard, unique to Canal +.

The LNB LO must be 9.750 (L-band 1,860).

There are 17 services (16 TV and one radio) currently
running, with one of the TV services FTA (MCM). From time
to time, one or two other TV services have been FTA as well.

Alain Corroy - "Only MCM and TV5 have the rights to
broadcast in all of the Asia + Pacific regions (FTA) and I

believe they will end up being the only FTA services available
here. Different IRDs have varying sensitivity'floors' and one

should not be discouraged if they don't get initial results. The

Hyundai HSS100C, for example, loses the (FTA) portion

when the signal level drops below 4.5 whereas on C-band, the
(1701) RFO service drops out when the signal level is 5.5."

Receivers for the service are being supplied by

Canalsatellite through SPACE Member AntenneCal in
Noumea (tel ++687-28.96.84, fax ++687-41.52.40, email
antenne-cal@canl.nc). The Pioneer brand IRD is US$450 -

MEMBERSHIP IN SPACE
Membership in  SPACE Paci f ic  is  open to any ind iv idual  or  f i rm involved in  the "sate l l i te-d i rect"

wor ld  in  the paci f ic  and Asia reg ions.  There are four  levels  of  membership cover ing " lnd iv iduals , "

the " lnsta l ler /Dealer , "  the "Cable/SMATV Operator , "  and the " lmpor ter /Dis t r ibutor /Programmer."

All  levels receive periodic programme and equipment access updates from SPACE, signif icant

d iscounts on goods and serv ices f rom many member f i rms,  and major  d iscounts whi le  at tending

the annual  SPRCS ( industry  t rade show) each year .  Members a lso par t ic ipate in  po l icy  creat ion

forums,  have correspondence t ra in ing courses avai lab le and the i r  suppor t  makes poss ib le  the TV

show SPACE Paci f ic  Repor t .  To f ind out  more,  contact  ( fax)  64-9-406-1083 or  use in format ion
request  card,  page 34,  th is  issue of  SaIFACTS. Page space

within SaIFACTS is donated each month to the trade
association without cost by the publisher.
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and has a French-only menu. There is no UHF modulator -

twin SCARTS, stereo audio. Corroy notes, "Memorisation of
channels took 2 minutes; if you turn off the IRD, it must be
rememorised. Channel change is 'very quick.' This IRD has a
very limited (like BSkyB and Sky NZ) purpose - you can
change polarisation (which the manual mis-lists as vertical),
frequency, LNB LO, 22 kllz on or off and power to LNB on
or off. Msym and FEC are 'software embedded' and not
changeable from the preset 30.000,3/4. The IRD will not play
the FTA progralnme channels in the bouquet unless the
supplied smart card is inserted in the slot. It does allow
L-band (IF) looping to a second receiver."

Programming line-up is as follows: (l) Canal +, (2)
Euronews; (3) Eurosport, (4) -no service yet -, (5) Tempo/MO
Sat, (6) RTL9 (1200 - 0700), (7) Cartoon Network, (8) Disney
Channel, (9) Voyage, (10) Planete, (l l) MCM, (12) RFM TV,
(13) TV5, (14) Cine Cinemas, (15) Turner Classic Movies,
(16) XXL, (17 - 22 - no services) (23) Europe 1 (radio), (100)
CSAT Promo. Pricing is US$64 per month for Eurosport,
RTL9, Cartoon, Planete, MCM, RFM TV, Euronews, TVNC,
Tempo, RFO Sat; US$75 to add CineCinema, Turner Classic
Movies (TCM), Disney Channel and XXL; US$105 to add
Canal Caledonie. Promises that TCM, Euronews and
Eurosport would have a second (English) language channel
have to date not materialised. XXL is an adult movie service,
two films per night, with an announced time of I IPM Sydney -

not operating as we go to press.
Still missing - reports from Solomon Islands, PNG, central

and Western Australia. Within the limitations of programme
approval for reception in non-French Island regions, there
remains an opportunity here for dealers to offer a unique
service.

Xanadu digi ta l  lRD, except ional  ease of
use, dealer-programmable loading of  one

IRD from another,  fu l l  LNB switching
options, pre-loaded with SCPC and MCPC
services - and - unique abil ity to search a

ful l  satel l i te for  new services.

see full review November SaIFACTS, p. 20

Contact: Garry Cratt, Av-Comm Pty Ltd.
te l  612-9949 7417 .  fax 612-9949-7095

EVERY WEEIf
ON YOTIR SATETTITE TV IRD

A one hour TV show devoted to the technology of
your industry -  and the people who make i t
happen, from SPACE - your industry trade

associat ion.

Mediasat Optus 83 - every Sunday
Westlink (in Aurora bouquet ) Mon, Wed & Fri

-full schedule p. 28, this issue-
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NgN AN\^l eLLD\GITAL Yecstveq

LDY'-Blll
FTA " Ll

A$4bo + tar

C er T SATEIIITE SERVICES PTY. LTD. ACN086028882
Shop 7/17 Barrett St., Robertson, Qld. 4109, Brisbane

Australia tel ++6 I -7- 325 5 -521 1, fax ++61 -7 -325 5 - 5 126

LDY'',-.llll FTA
A$7bo + tar

. MPEG-2 DVB, PowerVu, FTA
zDx-8111,il::,xti$f:r#?lti??fJifiI:'o''conax

. CE and FCC approved
. High speed port (IEEE-1284, RS-232)

. CI TRDECK Module - A$150 (available only to ZDX-8111 buyers)

DIRECT IMPORTER AND SUPPLIERS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Jonsa Dishes, MTl,  Zinwel l  LNBFs, SPACE TV "80X",  Benjamin Analogue



The

CABLE
Connection

Commercial operation of the SA D9223lD9234 IRDS

Under "the right" circumstances it is now possible to have a

Scientific Atlanta D9223 IRD authorised for fwo or even three

CA services. For example, many cable and SMATV operators

have found the need to have a "hot standby" unit in the event

of IRD failure, but having two IRDs for each SA PowerVu

channel is only practical when the number of system users is

very large (such as in a large cable TV system, or commercial

downlink system).
Having a "hot standby" that is shared between two or more

services requires some method of re-instructing the receiver

when, if needed, it must be moved to a new set of reception

parameters. The normal technique is for someone - a person -

to travel to where the receiver is located and enter the new

parameters.
A newly available "Data Reader" developed for Av-Comm

Pty Ltd. (tel ++6 I -2-9 949-7 417, fax ++61 -2-9949-7095) could

be a problem solver for your system. The DR-l does the

following:
l) Through a serial data connection (rear panel of

D92231D9234), DR-l "communicates".with the IRD. The SA

receiver is menu-adjusted to a data rate of 4800 baud (normal

factory setting is 9600) to ensure error free communication.

2) A PIC processor in the DR-l has its own instructions in

dedicated code. Once every 5 seconds, DR-l scans the serial

data port and displays (see photo) the IRD operating

parameters - including Bit Enor Rate (BER), AFC, signal

quality (D9234 only), corrected errors, uncorrected elrors'

frequency, AGC, symbol rate, FEC, lock state, signal polarity,

channel number, power on/off and the security lock status. A

LED indicates on the front panel of DR-12 when the input

signal is lost - a visual alarm.
3) Through a built-in modem, the DRIR allows the user to

change frequency, symbol rate, FEC and polarity over a

telephone line.
Powering is from a 9 volt battery or an AC power pack;

current consumPtion is 130 mA.
There are other handy uses - set up and maintaining

PowerVu remote receive facilities, for example, in locations

where there is no video monitoring equipment. Essentially,

DRI and DRIR "tells you" everything you need to know to

veriff that a PowerVu installation is properly functioning -

without ever looking at a TV screen' monitor or plugging in a

PC.
In a multiple receiver environment, two or more DRI/DRIR

data readers can be installed side by side in a standard 19"

rack to provide instant analysis for all PowerVu services being

received and processed at that location. DRI and DR1R are

Data reader displays all important parameters of
digital signal, as monitored through serial port on

rear of D9223 or D9234 SA lRD.

available on special order from Av-Comm Pty Ltd with a

typical delivery time of 4 to 6 weeks.
Non Conductive Fish Rod

One of the least enjoyable, most challenging jobs is to be

asked to run new cable through an existing wall structure.

Increasingly, satellite and cable installers are faced with this

problem.
Various "fishing tools" exist which are intended to allow you

to go into a wall through a modest sized hole at the bottom'

and by shoving and pushing and manipulating the "fishing

tool" upward, gain access to the top of the wall - typically

inside of an aftic. There are two major dangers here:

l) The wall cavity may not be open all the way to the attic,

and as you push up you come into contact with a 2 x 4 or other

solid object that prevents you from getting through to the attic;

2) Or, you are inside of a wall with electrical and other

wiring and run the risk the "ftshing tool" will lay across an

exposed AC mains voltage contact interior to the wall.

Insulated fishing tools are available but most are light in

weight and may even break if subjected to strenuous pushing

and pulling. Being "inside" a wall and "losing" a fishing tool

after 30 minutes of poking is likely to ruin your day.

Here is a tool that comes with the recommendation of

installers who have used it. Slegers Installation Products (PO

Box 241, Springvale, Victoria, Australia 317l1, tel

++6 I -3 -9 5 60 -3 522, fax + + 6 | -3 -9 5 62 -0 | 7 2) catalogue number

SER3 is a 3.6m length non-conductive polypropylene tool.

The material is extremely tough, and has excellent tight

bending properties even with an exceptionally tight bending

l



LNB
voltage switching
vert ical,
horizontal
"p robes"

radius. The 3.6m length comes in a coil, and has a modest
memory. Before use, bend it "backwards" across your knee
(see above) to remove the memory.
LNB switchine probes revisited

Modern satellite receivers, especially in the digital family,
give you multiple options for switching between linear vertical
and linear horizontal satellite signals. Most receiver
manufacturers assume you will be using a voltage/tone
/DiSEqC LNB equipped with a pair of "antenna" probes - one
for verlical - linear and one for horizontal - linear.

Older analogue receivers were equipped with a "polarisation

skew control," designed to allow the user to rotate the "probe"

antenna in the feed system through a partial circle of 200

degrees or so. By losing this control function (and no longer
utilising feeds with adjustable polarity positions), we have
gotten ourselves into a comer.

When you set up your LNB on a particular satellite,
adjusting the feed/LNB to maximise cross pole null (the least
amount of the opposite polarity signal), that adjustment is only
good for that one satellite. Other satellites east and west of the
primary satellite will arrive at your LNB "probes" skewed or
no longer precisely vertical or horizontal, with reference to
your probes. The further east (or west) you deviate from the
original satellite, the worse the effects of cross polarisation
reception becomes. In effect, by seuing up on PAS-2, your
probes are nearly 90 degrees out at As2 - and reversed..

MELBOURNE
SATELLITES PIL

ACN 065 270 733
Established 1992

Direct importers and suppliers of the following world renown products.

KTI
ORBITRON
PATRIOT
JONSA

ANDREW

Full range of cables, splitters and connectors.

Phone, fax or write for our lggg Product gz4lalogue.

Sales/Warehouse - 84 Bayfield Road, Bayswater Victoria
Construction Services - 13 Elsum Avenue, Bayswater Victoria
Postal Address - PO Box 901 , Bavswater 3153 Vicioria Australia

GARDINER
CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER

MTI
CHAPARRAL

ADL

Phone: (03) 9738 0888
Fax: (03) 97298276

ECHOSTAR
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

NOKIA
IKUSI

DX

www. melbournesatel l i tes. com. au sa les@melbournesate l l i tes .  com.  au



Receiverc and Errata
NDS encryDted, often FIA

Feeds - tvDicdlv FfA (SCPC)

TITA
Slor News 24 hr. soort. feeds: rome FTA

Status ruknown - was testing FTA
FTA: 2 audio channels

FTA
PowVn- tvp. CA

Tests, FTA
PowVn CA

PowVu, CA - operating?

Tests^ promos. some FTA
also try Msym 13.330, FEC 3/4

FTA
FTA; difficult to load

Irdeto (MOSC cards were available!)

kdeto MOSC cards were avatlable!)

FTA (has included Indian, Eglpt)

FTA- new servioe. testrns

FTA (reaches SE Australia)
FTA

Open TV, Cosa TV

tests. possiblv petmanent. FTA

FTA CIV5 teletext)

FTA occasional feeds

FTA SCPC. teletext

FTA SCPC, teletext

FTA SCPC. radio APID 8l
FTA: # I Chinese, #2 Mangolian

FTA SCPC (news feeds)

Mostlv CA: some FTA
FTA&CA

FTA; up to 20 radio channels

FTA SCPC, radio APID 256
FTA SCPC. teletext, radio APID 8l

FTA SCPC. + adio APID 80
FTA SCPC. radio APID 80

FTA SCPC. +radio
FTA SCPC/It{CPC

FTA, not same as Aust. version

flrdeto) CAI I & 3 occ. FTA

PowVu CA: ooor sienal level

FTA SCPC, +radio
FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC, + radio
FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC. radio APID 81
FTA SCPC. radio APID 257
FTA SCPC, now easy to load

FTA& CA feeds
FTA SCPC - diflicult to load

FTA SCPC + APID 660, 669
FTA SCPCI verv strons siprral

NDS CA @ace DVS2I l)

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I l

NDS CA @ace DVS2I l

PowVu CAr some FTA feed ohannels

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I1

NDS CA using RCA-/Thomson, Paoe

IRDs: improved reliability since June

FTA SCPC. difficult to load
FTA SCPAT may be test

Mav o'nlv be test - not reliable
tTA SCPC: mav be test

CA Lses "floatinc sequence" svstem

CA- subs arailable G'fA lfl12l99)
FTA SCPC: mav be test

PowerVu; TBN #3 FTA, some CA
CA and FTA. JaDan. Taiwan, China

Bird Service RF'IF
&Polarihr

# Program
Channels

FEC Msym

17031s'rB Skv Ne'rvs 4143il007R 3t4 5(632)

CNBC 4018/t l32L 3/4 6(.000)

ri04/668 TV5 4055/1095R 3t4 27(.s00)
SkvNews + 3805/1345R q 3t4 u!520)_

PAS4/68.5E Nickelodeon+ 414'ilr003H I reoorted tn 24(.000)

BBC 374311407H 5 3t4 21(.800)

ccrv 37r6n434H uo to6 3t4 19(.850)

Ao2t76E Hmark/Kemit 3720/1430H 4 5t6 2e(.27o)
Charmel "f' 382311327V I 3/4 3(.570)

TVB8 + 3849/130lH 4 3t4 l3(.238)

Dsney 3880/1270H J 5/6 28(.125)

AXN 3920n210H up to8 7E 28(.340)
Thcml4ElE TTC+ 352011630H up to 6+ 2/3 26(.6t)

ITC 3569/t58lH 2/3 I 3(.333
MRTV 366,6/t484H 2t3 4(.442\

UTV 39201t230H 6 314 26(.662)

UTVA,ICOT 3880/1270H 3/4 27(.s00)
Mahar/DDl 3600/1550H uo !o8 3/4 26(.661)

PTVbouqwl J42011730V ) 3/4 6(.666)

TV Maldives 34121r738V I ln 6(.3 l 2)
Thai Globalr 3425n72sV up to 7? 2/3 27(.500)

$ir/88E NTSC bouo. 3441/1709H 1 3t4 5(.800)

MeSt 1/91.5E Malev. TV3 4147n004H I 3/4 7(.030)
As2/100.5EEuru Bouqrret 4000/1 l50H 5TV. l9r 3t4 28(.1 25)

Reuters 3909ltz4lH 3t4 5(632)
Ilubei/IIBTV 3854/1296H 3/4 4(.41E)

IIunrn/SRTC 38471r303H 3/4 4(.418)

Guan/GDTV 3840/13 10H 314 4(.4 r 8)

Inru Mongolia 3828t1322H 2 3t4 8(.397)

APTNA.O 37991135tH 3/4 5(.631)

WTN Jer/Lon 3790tr360H 314 5(.631
Reuters/Sinc. 377511175H 3/4 5(.631)

WorldNeUUS 37Ul1J86H I + 20 radio 3/4 6(.100'
Liaonin/Svc2 3734114t6H 3t4 4(.418)

Jians/JXTV 372't/r421H 3t4 4(.4r8)

Fujien/SETV 3720^430H 3/4 4(.418)

Ilubei TV 37t311437H 3t4 4(.4 8)

Ilenen/Main 3706/r444H 3/4 4(.4 l8)

As2/100.5E Korea feeds 4090/1060v 3t4 l0(.320)
TVSN 4033/ltt7v 3t4 4(.298)

Skv Racine 4020/1 l30v un to 3TV 1t2? l8(.000)1

EMTV 4006/1 144V lTV.2 radio 3t4 s(.632)
Jilin Sat TV 387511275V I 3t4 4(.4 1 8)

IIeiLongJian 3834i 13 16V I 3/4 4(.4 t E)

JSTV 3827/r323V 1 3/4 4(.4 I 8)

AnhuiTV 3820/1330V 3/4 4(.4 8)

Snaanxia@ 3813i 1337V 314 4(.4 1 8)

Guin/GXTV 3806/1344V 3t4 4(.418)

Fashion TV 3796/t354V 3/4 2(.533)
Feeds 3785/1365V 3/4 5(.632)

Mvawady TV 3766/1384V 7/8 5(.080)

Saudl TVI 366v1489V 3/4 7(.128)

As3S/105.58ArirangTV 3755/1395V 718 4(.4 1 E)

Star TV 3780/13?0V l7(+)TV 3t4 28{.100)

Star TV 386011290V l4(+)TV 3t4 27(500)
Star TV 3880/1270H 12(+)TV 718 26(.850)
CNM 3960/1 190H 4(+)TV 3/4 26(.000)
Star TV 4000i1 l50H 7(+)TV 7/8 26(.850)

Cakl/107.5E Indovision
{S-band)

2.536,2.566,
2.s96.2.626

33(+) TV 5t6 20(.000)

SinosaUl l0E ccrv2 3889/126lIIz I 3/4 3(.000)
C2lwII3E TPI 4185/965V I 3/4 6(.700)

Indosiar 40'14/1076"1 3/4 6(.500'

Anteve 4055/1095V I 3t4 6(.5 l0)

Space TV 4000/1 l50H l2TV. radio 3/4 26(.666)

C Net Taiwan 176011390H I lTV, radio 3/4 26(.666)

RCTI 3475/t675H 3/4 8(.000)

JcSAI3ll2EE Miraole Nel 3990/1 160V 3  uD to6 5t6 t2(.997)

Asian bouquel 3960i I 190V up toS 7/8 30(.000)

j

l

l
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Bird Servic.e R.F/IF& # Program
Channelc

FEC Msym

L AP1/130[TIT+NTV 3675/1475L 2 + 2rudio 314 l2(.000)
AolA/134t Gansu TV 3'�t69/1381V 1 1 1 6(.930)

Apl/138e Reuters 374211408\ 3t4 5(.632)
Viacom 3860/1290V up to6 3t4 30(.000)
SDTV 3980/1 170V I 3/4 4(.686)

]Dt B3/15( Mediasat 2.336V 6TV, 3+ radio l I J 30(.000)
Aurora 2A07v L I J 30(.000)
Aurora 2.532V 2/3 30(.000)
Aurora 2.595v 3/4 30(.000)
Awora 2.720V 3/4 30(.000)

Austar/Foxtl 2 438H 3/4 29(.473\
Austar/Foxtl 2.564H 3/4 29(/�73)
Austar/Foxfl 2.626H 3/4 29(.4'�13\
Austar/Foxtl 2.688H 3t4 29(.4'73)

)Dt B1/16( {BC NT fd 12.2s6V lTV,3 radio 3/4 5(.026)
Centnal 7 2.354H ITV 3/4 3(.6U6)

.mparje T\ 2.36TH lTV,3 radio 3/4 s(.424)
SkyNZ 12.391/4 l8V 3/4 22(.500)
SIsNZ 12.518/546V 3/4 22(.500)
Ska/ NZ t2.643/6'7l\'1 3/4 22(.500)

lmparia fd. 2.367H 3/4 st.424\
)AS8/166I Pacific Time 2.286Y1 lOTV 314 26(.47O)

lBClntercl 2.312H 3/4 6(.978)
\BCIntercl t2-32tH 3t4 6(.978)
Pacific Tir,re 2.326Y1 8TV 3t4 27(.500\
\BCIntercl 2.330H 3/4 6(.978)
Pacific Timt 2.366Y? 9TV 3/4 26(.470\

TARBS 12.526H 12+ TV 3t4 28(.067)
NHK Joho 4065/1085H 5TV. I radio 3/4 261.470)
)isoovrvTesr 3980/1 170H 8 tvD. 3/4 2i(.084)
-.1El^t /Da " I 3940/l2r0H up to 5TV 718 27(.690)

CI{F{I 3780i 1.170H 3 . u p t o 5 T V 3/4 25(.000)
MTV Test 374An4nH 27(.500)

)AS2l !69F Pv Bouquel l 2 .28 lV 2+ TV. radio 314 27(s00)
WAPowVu 12.637(.s) 4TV, 8 radio tn lE(.500'

I UTFSU 4183t967Y ,, U2 6(.620)
HKPowVu 4148/1002V uo to8 LIJ 24(.430\
t_ttLtlolll\l 4093/1057V 5.upto7 3/4 29(.473)
iox Bouqus 3989/1 l61V 8TV/data 7/8 26(.4't0\

Feeds 3942/1208V I  o r Z LT) 7(.4e7)
ESPNUSA 3860/1290V 7TV,2 daI^ 7A 26(.470\
Vliddle Eas 377811372\ 4 3/4 13(.33 1
Serrice I 376 1/1389V I y4 6(.620)
CCTVPV 371611434V 5 Epical 3/4 I 9(.850)

IYTVJapan 4174/976H 3t4 5(.632)
Feeds 4138/1012H 3/4 6620)

IrLTlv A rlvar 4034/1 I 16H lTV. 14 audio? 3/4 6(.620)
cr{f{I HK 3996/1 r54H 314 9(.998)

Feeds 3867/1 1E3H Lt5 6(.6 I 8)
Ithl)vAdver 3957tl193H lTV. 14 audio 3/4 7(.000)

Feede 3939/tztrH 2 (tvpNTSC) 2/3 6(.620\n(.498)
CalPowVu 390U1249H uo to8 3t4 30(.800)

Disney 3804/1346H J 5t6 2l(.093)
)iscorryv Snr 3776/r374H 8 tvD 3t4 2 I (.093)

Satcom l{ 3743/1407H upto5 7t8 t9(.465)
t'|02/t7TE AFRTS 41771973LHC 8TV. 12+rad 3t4 26(.694)

l nanD{ru 12.650H u o t o 3 T V 1/2 r7(.800)
I701/180ECanal+ Sat I1 .610H 16TV. I radio 3/4 30(.tlui)

TVNZ 95/955RHC I 3t4 5(632\
TVNZ/BBC 4186/964RHC I 314 s(.632)

TVNZ 4 78/97ZP.HC 3t4 5(.632)
IVNZAptn 4170/980RHC 3/4 5(.632)
iFO{analr 4095t105sL 7TV, 5+ radio 3t4 27(500\

Receivers and Errata
inclined orbit +/-2.4 degrees

FTA SCPC (NT. Aust only)
FTA SCPC (NT. Aust only)

FfA. CA NT. Aust onlv
FTA SCPC (NT, Aust onlt)

PowVu but mostlv FTA: TRT ++
CA, $105 smart oard required (p. 28)
CA. $105 smart oard required (p. 28)
CA, $105 smart card required (p. 28)

CA, $105 smart oard required (p. 258

CA, subsoription alailable Australia

CA, subscription available Australia

CA, subscription available Australia
CA. subscriotion available Australia

FTA. Svdnev -30 minutes time zone

FTA, purpose herc unknown

FTA" purpose here lmknown
NDS CA, subscription available NZ

NDS CA. subsoriotion available NZ

NDS CA, subscription available NZ
FTA- difficult to load. not firll time

Viaccess CA. some FTA at times

PowVu FTA. news feeds

PowVu. FTA. news feeds

Viaocess CA some FTA at timres

PowVu. FTA. AEIC Melboume feeds

Viaccess CA. some FTA at times
'MDS'CA- IRDs useless other svcs

PowVu CA & FTAI subscription arail

PowVr.r/CA test. same as PAS2 3776H

PowVuCA& FTA (EWTi'{)
PowVu, FTA at this time

Powvu. interrnittent tests. CA+FTA
PowVuCA. WIN. ABCNT

PowVu CA. WA onlv -D9234

PowVUFTA
PowVu CA. sone FIA

Philios MPEG-2. FTA
Pv, CA/FTA(Tox News US, EWTN

(PowVu) FTA. ooc. feeds

PowVu CA. Ch 12 bootloader uulates

FTA - testine CA, "threatenine"

(PowVu) FTA. occ. feeds

@owVu) FTA, # pprn chs varies
FTA SCPC feeds (occasional use)

FTAocoasional feeds
0300-0400+: also see 3957H

Reverse link HK to Atlanta, feeds, FTA

FTA occ. (soort) feeds
I900-2030UTC; not daily, PowVu FTI

FTA-tvD. NTSC-occ. soort, shuttle
(PowVu) CA & FtA

PowVuCA
PowVuCA

:unentlv FTA. lowlevel, Mid East feed:

PowVuCA
Ibai5 service" tests. FTA-ves, operatin,

MediaguardCA" MCMFTA

DMVAITL occ. fe€ds, tvp CA
DMVAITL occ. feeds, typ CA

DMVA{TL occ. feeds, typ. CA
DMV/NTL occ, feeds, typ. CA

I1.2 CA - rcrt FTA-France to Polvn



Bird Servlce RFflF &
Polaritv

#Program
Channels

FEC M*y-

G?A.U_SADTYNZ feeds 4044/1 l06R 3t4 5(.632\
NZPrimeTV 4A2Utt26L LI ) 6(.876)

RFO Polycasr 3858t1292L 3/4 4(.566)

TU\IZ(TL) 3854i1293R 3t4 5632)
TVNZ 3846/1304R 3t4 5(.632)

l0 Austalia 3765i1385R 6 7n 29(.900)

Receivers and Erata

SCPC, mixed CA and FTA feeds

PowVu CA: Auckland net feeds

FTA SCPCr EastHemi Beam-Tahiti
SCPC, mixed CA & FT
SCPC. mixed CA & FfA, feeds
PowVu CA & FTAi #3 TBN

BOUQUETS . FTA vs. GA: Us6ngs here shor SCPC (singb drannd per canier) and MCPO (multble dnnnels pw canis) digihl hansmicsions

whir*r .rnore or less. conform b t'e [pEG|2 DVB 'shndard." Unfortunatety, 'conforming to tre sbndard is intapreted difierenS by he various

tansmission equipnrent sqpliers - of whidr, Scientific Atanh is tre rnoet notcnious witr ib PorrerVu propriehry (trat means'unque to SA') method of

creating [rpfO-2. lf you want to s66 REAL ttngO-Z OVg-Conpliant (as in world sbndard) signals 'fy Asiasat 2, Europen Bot{uet (4@0/1150H2)'

sA .m&ifus, tpir ioweilu format in an attenpt to force eadr programfipr using ib rplink equiprnent to also uso its propriehry (PorcrVu) receivers.

iannmS"t, dosely linked to Scienlifio Atanb, virtually insisb trai any disihl.serury user of heir satelliles us€ PoleNu format bansmission equipment

fte good neu{s is trat some deyer nonpwerVu receiver oeslgrpns iru receiver sofiware writers have created luasi-PorerVuf decoding routines which

in miny cases ouperform tre poraVu ufuinals. if your use r{uires accese to one or more Poweilu CA (condilional acoess) service, yot have no dtoice

but to iurdrase a irowerVu receiver. lf youire only iirtereeted in FTA (fee to air) PorerVu sewices, here are many lower oo6t oplions (see below)'

All services lbted in bold face (i.e. Arirang TV) ire FTA. When MCPC sewiceo are FIA, trey are also listod bold face (i.e. Euro Boqud)' When here

are mixed CA and FTA programrne channJs in a MCPC bouquet, see right hand column foratold face indiotion of his (i.e. some FTA). The primary

(mooty or tohl) ne uipCuouquec are as fottorcs: PAS4/68.5E: ccTV (3716H); Thaicom 3lf8-5E: l,Iahar (3600H), Ttlai Global (3425V); As?100.5E:

i:;rq;". Bouquer (40@H); Optus gS /156E: irlediaeat {12.336V); PAS&166E: NHK Joho-(4065H), Calilwnll Bouquot (3940H), CNNI (3780H);

Feszroge, Ndc r-ring xoirg (i993yj, [rtiddte East (3z7svj, BBc i1ezlrv1, ccrv (3716v), calilomia PowVu (3901H), satoom 14 (3743H]; Intelsat

701/1pOE: RFO (40951HC), 1b Ausbalia (3765RHC). There are far more SCPC FTA disihl ssrvicss tran MCPC FIA disihl serviceo

MP (Data here believed accurate; we assume no responsibili$ for correcfiess!)

ADI MediaMab. FTA, NTSC+PAL ouputs. (Pacific Digital Sys. Pty Ltd' tel 61-2-8765{270)
AV-COMM R3100. FTA, exceltent sensfivity (review SF May 1993); new version Sept.'99' Av-COMM Pty Ltd' 61-2-5549-7417 '

Accessories:
luror" srn.art.ards. New vl .6 now available, 1.2 no longer available for RABS. Price now A$105, sciteq 6'l-8-9306-3738.
powervu software upgrade: pAS-2, 3g60/1 1gOV, 26.470, 7/8; Tune pgm ch | 2 and follow instuctions (do not leave early!)

Benjamin DB66O04A. FTA, Foxtel/Austar dcAM+card. Try Steffen Holzt ++687'43&156.

CrunOig OTRlloO. Mfg by Panasat (SA), very similar to Panasat 630; out of production, lrdeto capable. See Av-COMM above.

Humaxit-Cl. erimaritf sold for TRT(Australia), does (limited) PowerVu (not Op-tus Aurora approved).
HyunOai-ruCOM. HS'S1008/G (Pa;ific), nSS-tOOC ichina) FTA. Differentlftw3re versions; 2.2612.27 good performers, 3.11

and those with Nokia tuners also bood; 6ier 5.0 not good. SATECH (V2.26) (Dec 99 - serious glitch witt EBB reception)

iyundai Hsszoo. FTA, poweM, ScpC/MCPc. Review SF March 1999. Kristal Elecfonics,6l-74788-8906-
ffirunaai HSS8SOC1. FTA, kdeto (wih CAM) + other CA systems, PowerW, NTSC. Kristal Electronics, above; review SF#63.

UeaiaStar DZ. FTA, preloaded wi known services, exc. software (review SF July 1998). MediaStar Comm. Int. 61-2-9618-5777

ffiltiah;i". (UEC) C60. Essentially same as Austalian 660, not grey market contrary to reports. Sciteq tel 6i-8-9306-3738

Nokia ..d-boi" (Vi.7X). European, FTA, may only be German language, capable of Dr. Overflow software. Tricky to use.

Nokia 9200. Wtren equippeo wifr propei CRfu, does Aurora, pay-'IV servioes provided software has been 'modifted" with Dr

overflow or similar progiam qwww.aArxenELEcTRoNlcs.coM- Note: This site shut-down by Mindport eady November - may

not be tunctioning!). Reporteil factory 12 mo. wananty. Peter Older, tel 61-3-51 33-791 1 , mobile 61-041 8-386287
Nokia g500/960d.'Numerous versions for different world parb; not distibuted in Pacific but assistance ftom Av-Comm Pty Ltd.

Nokia 9g(Xl. Latest single chip version, with Cl and lrdeto capable. No software f_or Pacific, Asia; not recc nmended.
pae,e DVS211. NDS CA (no Ffn) for Star Asia, previously used for lndovision..(Solution 42, 61-2-9820-5962)
i"". beifOO. Originally'Galary (Now Foxtel+Austar). kd'eto, some FTA with difficulty (Foxtel Australia 1300-360818)
pace DVRS{I0. oriiina bcr+ob modified for NBC (pAS-2) affitiate use, wftr_qAy equivalent to DGT400 but more reliable.
pace.,Wortdbox" (OSn-OZO in NZ). Non-DVB compliant NDS CA including Sky NZ, no FTA; similar ?enith" version.
pacific Satellite DSR2000. Advisei no longer cunent model (see. p. 2, here); Clone of Mediastar D7 (see above)
panasat 520/6301635. MCPG FTA, lrdeto Japable, forerunner uEc 642, 660. Out of production, spares fax ++27-31-593-370.
panasonic TU-DSIO. FTA + lrdeto cA; one of 2 lRDs approved by optus for Aurora, but no longer available in Australia.
phoenix 111,222. powVu capable, NTSC, graphics, ease of use. (111 review SF#57). SATECH(be]9w-)- 1? out of production
phoenix 333: FTA Scpc, Mc'Pc, analogue i dish mover. Detailed SF review Nov. 1998. SATECH 61-3-9553-3399.
pioneer TS4. Mediaguard CA (no FTA),imbedded Msym, FEG, only for Canal+Satellite (AntenneCal ++687'43.81.56)

PowerCom. FTA, PowVu, NTSC, excellent sensitivity. NetSat 61-2-9687-9903'
powerVu (Dg22g,g225,9234). Non-DVB compliant MPEG-2 unless loaded with software through ESPN B99J Loader (see

Uelowy. pri'nrarily sold foi proprietary CA (NHK, GWN+ PAS-2 Ku, CMT etc). Scientific Atlanta 61-2-9452-3388.
praxis/DiqiMaster g600 ll(npoorim. FTA, powVu+analogue, wilhdrawn from sale in Pacific (was skyvision-below)
;;i;;S6O ADF- ffn SCpCIMCPC, PowVu, analogue, positioner. SF review Dec'98; withdrawn from Pacific sale (below).

I prosar 2102S. FTA sCPc/McPC, NTSc/PAL, ScART + RCA. Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738.
I b;6il;; Dsn-ioi. FrA SCpciMcpC, PowVu, NTSS/PAL. (Skyvision Australia 61-2$292-5850, Telsat64-6-356-3749)

I a"E;:;;; OSn-ZOf C. ifn SCpCttlrtCPb, Powvu, NTSC/PAL, analogue, positioner - review this issue (Skyvision - see above).

I iii"oi" ixgCo 1-r" Digiskan-sMS). FTA Mcpc, trdeto cAM+software upgrade. out of production; Skandia 61-3-981 9-2466

I Strono SRT 460it. Scpc, MGPC, PowerVu; exc graphics, ease of use, review SF#64. SATECH 61-3-9553-3399'

I iiu iilsJsoooci. Ctaims "clone" Hyundai HssSooci; if so, poor copy. Runs very hot, reportedly bums up smart cards

I Ui'Ce+i. Designed for Aurora (lrdeto), approved by Optus; limited other uses. Nationwide 61-7-3252'2947.
I UECieO. uoor""O"a UEC642,useO Ui StV Racing Aust., Foxtel-limited FTA. (Nationwide - above); power supply problems.

I i"n"a". OVE comptiant special receiver for members of SPACE Pacific (Av-comm Pty Ltd, tel +61-2-9949-7417)

I Vuri XSS-f OOC. FiA, ctone of HyundaLY2.27 software custom to Ausfralia (Nationwide-above).
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BIRI}I
Locetion

RF/IF &
Pohritv

Serrice Errata

t703/57F, 3808/1342R Udava TV
4052i 1098R WorldNet VOA subcrs
4t78t972L MTA Inter.

1604/602160E 4166t984 various feeds

n04/668 3765/1385R tests

4015/1135L Mongolia (SECAM

PAS4/68.5E 3743/t407Y RTPi I radio subcr

3864/1286V BBC World
3907t1243H Sony TV Hindi
4034/1 I 16V Doordan (various)

4087/1063H CNN]

4t 10/1040H TNT/Cartoon
41 13/1037V Series Ch.
4182/968H MTV

PAST/68.5E 3470/1680v test signal

AP2W76E 3745/1405V Vasta Music (P5 inNSW)
3691t1459V TEN

Thaicom3fr8E 387111279H TVT
3760/1390V ArmvTV
3690i 1460V MRTV
3685/1465HMvanmar TV + radio 7.6
3616/1 534V ETN
J594/1ss6V AGK test card

3576t1574Y ATN Banqah Beneali

355411596V RAJ Plus
3536/16i4V Puniabi TV (occ service)

3514/1636V Falak TV

3489/l66lH Vasta Music occ tests

3465/1685Y RAJ.TV
Exoress 6/80E 3672/t4'18L TK Rossiia (north beam)

krSat 2El83E 3481/1669V Sun TV
35'�751t575VViiavlAsranet aud. 5.5/6.6
3810/1340V DDl-Tarml
3850/1300vDDl-National

3930/1220V DD2 Metro
3970/1 180V Teluga I

3998/1 152V sport feeds

4035/l  1 15V Sun TV
4060/1090v Surva/Sun TV
40931t05"1\,1 DD7

(lhnStrl / l t7,5L 3880/1270H ooc feeds '4NSW,Ntst

sr1t88E 3550/1600v test card

3582/t568V Nila TV fvintase T\|)

CIS S6/9OE 3675/1475R RTRI P3 NSW
3875t275R Orbita I
3916/234R RTRII
393s/215R Orbita II

MeSat-l/91-5! 37101440H vTVl.2.4
3880/1270H RTM-I

tnSat 28i93.5I 4165/985H India Metro $SW on 3.7n
4125/r025VIndia National {SW on 3.7n
4080/1070vDD7 0amil)
4070/1080H DD9
3970i I 180V DD9 (Kan.)

3882/1268V DD1
3840/1310V DD?
37621r388V DDT

AsSat2/100.5E 3642/1508H ERTUEeypl
36r,0/1490v feeds. tests

3680i 1470H fbods

3860/1290V feeds

BIRD/
Locatlon

RF/IF&
Poleritv

Senice Erata

(As2/100.5E) 3885/1265H WorldNet VOA subcrs
3960/l l90H CCTV4
3980/l l70v RTPi i5 radio svcs

)IS S21i l03F 367511475R RTR
3875/1275R Vrk Apt

\sSat3S/105.i 3660/1490Y Z-Marathi audio 6.6
3680/1470H CETV

(temp FTA) 3800/1350H Star Sport NTSC
(tempFTA) 3840/1310H Channel IVI NTSC

3900/1250H AlnhaTV Prmie
(temoFTA) 392011230H Phoenix Ch NTSC

3940/r210Y Z,epIndia

3980/1 170V ZeeTY
4140/1010V Angla Bangla

4060/1090v ZeeCnema (Starcrvpt)

4100/1050v PTV2/]ilorld
4120/1030H CCTV NTSC

T'kom1i108E 4000/1 150H tests

Palapc2/l EI 4160/990H (France) TV5
4140/1010V Brunei + feeds

4120/1030H MTV Asia
4080/1070H Herbalife + tests
4040/1 I 10H CNBC
3970/1 180V CNM

3880/1270H Aust ATNT
3840/1 3 l0H TVRI tests

374211408V RCTI Endish subcr
AsSatl/122E ]677/1473Y Test card &, 3933/12r7H
Chins 6/125E 4085/1065V feeds seldom seen

JcSat3i 128E 3768/1382V feeds occ., P5 NZ

4085/1065V test card NTSC. 6.8 aud.

AplA/134E 4160/1050V CETV
3980/l 170V CETVl
3900/1250V CETV2

AplA/138E 4160/990H CCTVT
s7/140E 367511475RORT Moscow +/4d. inclined

3875/1275R tbeds. tests

,MAPZ/t42.5 3675/1475L occ. tests +/- 3 dec inc.
Ae24!68 3787n363H GMA Pl/2 s. eot

Me2/1+8E 4080/1070H test card @c. use

PASS/r66.5E 3880i 12?0V test card, feeds not full time

3865/1285H Naoa test oard not fulltime
PAS2/I69E 394011240YNapa test card

1802/1748 4166/984R Feeds

4t771973P. Feeds

r7u1l1E 4166/984R Feeds inc. KBS Ko'rea

4187/963R Occ. feeds

r70li 180E 3810/1340R Occ. feeds

3841 309L RFO EastBeam

3845/1305R Oco. feeds inc. fromUSA
3930/220R USA net leeds FTA & encrypl
3975/ l75R Occ. fe€ds

PAS4/68.5E 3785/1365V Discoverv Indie BMAC
3860n290H ESPN India BMAC

Ap2t76E 3960/1 190H HBOAsia : r l  l  r lqclnntr2

c2/1138 3930/1220HFilip. Pm. Net GI 1 . 5MPEG
Ap1/138E 4100/1050v ESPN BMAC
PAS2/169E 3836/1341H ABSiCBN GI I.5 MPEG



Keeping it cool: It was only 2 years ago that the typical (average) digital IRD consumed more than 60 watts of AC power. Another way

of stuting Oat - think of tuming on a 60 watt light bulb and holding it tightly in your hand for five minutes. No way. The amount of AC

power (in watts) that a satellite reoeiver "consumes" is the amount of heat generated by the device. Modest heat is a necessary side effeot

of all electronios; excessive heat destroys the very cirouits whioh generate that heat. A report (see p. 29 here, *At Press Deadline") of a new

IRD that aotually "cooked" (and destroyed) a smart card inserted into its (rdek ) CAM within 24 hours of iaitial tum-on is frightening.

Not only is the card permanently lost, but that muoh heat is also causing very sigrifioant damage to the receiver itself. Satellite receivers

generate heat (get hot) because of one factor - the flow of current tlrough a resistance. This is your basic household eleotric toaster at work

folks. Cunent "masses" in and about power supply components, at large (or very large) integrated cirouits, and where voltage regulating

devices are installed. Careful engineering minimises heat by separating heat creating parts to widely different in-container locations.

Another design trick is to connect something that generates heat to a larger heat-flowing surface - a metal case atound the receiver, for

example, becomes the "toast" in a toaster. Air flow tbrough a satellite receiver is especially mportant - those ventilation slots on the top

and sides are not there for sex appeal - they are intended to suok or draw fresh air through the box to set up oonvection currents of cooling

air. Stacking books, copies ofSaIFACTS, last night's pizzaplatn or the kid's wtderpants on top ofor arormd the satellite receiver is a fast

ticket to destroying yoru own IRD. Placing the IRD inside of a hi-fi, stereo, TV or other oabinet with limited or no air flow is a short course

in building an oven. The little woman may argue that she wants the rursightly "satellite thing" out of view - don't give in. Put it 'proudly"

on a shelfby itself, dont stack anything else below, above or next to it, and oheck it with you hand every now and again to monitor the

ternperahle of the case. If it gets too hot too comfortably lay your hand on it, furd out why. Or shortly it will tell you why - bang!

FEEDBACK - Polarotor (trn) "Huntins"

*InthetextSF#63referstoa4T0uForl,000uFcapacitor-theseshouldbeaformofelectrolytic,notdisc. Thel00pFisadisoceramic.

The diagram shown (SF#63, p. 28) suggests installing these parts at the recehrer end ofthe cirouit. ln fact, this could increase the "hrmting"

defecibecause ofthe oumulative resistanoe oflhe oable nm between receiver and dish/polarotor (the higher the total loop resistance, the

more likely the problem will occur). Some suggestions: (1) Connect the servo directly to the servo controller (i.e. Polarotor to receiver

terminals). Fit a current meter in the line with the +5volt. Operate the receiver poVswitch that changes polariry and observe that it rotates

freely from end to end. When the servo stops moving (at an end, for example), the inline current meter should never show 10 mA or more of

residualcurrent-ifitdoes,theservomotorisjammingorhunting. Sorneservosarebadfreshoutofthebox(notuncommon)andmany

mechanically stiok as they rotate (because the servo to probe coupling is too tight). (2) Ifthe servo checks out in this manner, reconnect the

cable from the dish to the receiver retuming the Polarotor to the dish- Refit the current meter in the +Svolt line and do small steps ofrotation

stopping every 30-40 degrees or so. Ifit is jamming or sticking with the resistance ofthe cable in &e line (from dish to receiver) as indicated

by igmA or more cgrrent when the servo is 'resting', the next step is to fit an electrolltic capacitor between the +5volt line and the ground

at the servo/Polarotor. Ilyour nm is modest in length and the wires Hl8/H20, a I $00 uF cap should be adequate to stop the "hwrting." If a

1,000uF does not owe the hunting problern, try a larger value - one ofmy installations using smaller, thinner wires to the Polarotor requred

2.200uF.

The I ohm resistor shown in your diagram should not be required - the resistance of the oable itself should be at least an ohm- The I 00pF

cap you show from contol (pulse) to grormd should not be required either'"
(I.R. Fischer, Lithgow, NSW, Australia)

Note: In SF#63, we said, with perhaps too little ernphasis, "if the motor is still acting up ... (fi) the sone cannecti ,ns at the motor proper."

SPACE Pacific, the Asia-Pacific industry membership frade association, has produced (and continues to produce) a series of

one hour television programmes. These "SPAGE Pacific Reporf' shows, hosted by Bob Cooper, cover a range of topics of

interest to installers and enthusiasts. Show numbers and content are as follows: #9901- Spectrum Analyser techniques, #9902-

Feeds and LNBs, #9903- Dish antenna designs and problems, #9904- The dish marketplace, and, tiny parts,' #9905'Dr
Overflow (Nokia) softrivare, #9906- How the uplink works (tour of RCA's Vemon Valley site), #9907- Uplink Two, including
uplink transmitters, #9908- Digital Basics (Mark Long), #9909- Real World Installs (Mark Long), #9910 - Installing a polar mount

dish (in production); 'Repordis broadcast by Mediasat on Optus 83, 12.336V1. ad-hoc channel 3 (SR 30.000, FEC 2/3) wittl
the following coming-weeks schedule: Sunday December 19 - Show 9905 - 0300-0400 UTC (1600 NZDT, 1400

AESummeriime, 1100 Westem Australia). Sunday December 26 - Show 9906, same limes as December 19; $unday
January 2 - Show 9907, same times as December 19; Sunday January 9 - Show 9908, same times as December,!!,

Sunday January 16 - Show 9909, same times as Dcember 19; Sunday January 23 - Show 9910, same times as.$4cttt5er
19( Pr6niere showing). SPACE Pacific Report is aho broadcast by Wesflink, Aurora service on Optus 83. vertical (1{.9e+, Sn
30.000, FEC 3/4 - requires Optus Aurora card but is otherwise FTA). Schedule is Monday, Wednesday and Friday as follows:
Mondays: SAMWST/ilAfrA AeSf; Wednesdays 10AM WST/'IPM AEST; Fridays 8AM WST/1 1AM AEST repeated 12noon

WA/3PM AEST. Show schedule: Week of January 31, February 2,4: Show 9908; week of February 7,9 and 11: Show

9909; week of February 1il, 16 ald 18: Show 9910. Westlink is in "hibemation' during the Christmas - January holidays, off
the air from DecemberlT to January 31. SPACE Pacific attempts to pre-announce which show(s) will appear through the

SaIFACTS Web site prior to each weekend (htp:/Arvww.satfacts.kwikkopy.co.nz). Shows are digitally mastered and VHS

copies are available from SPACE Pacific - see insert card between fiont cover and page 1iere.
Sponsorship of SPACE Pacific Report. ln general answer to queries - AvGomm, Satech and Sciteq have confributed

corporate tunaing to make possible the production of the first set of ten SPACE Pacific Report programmes. Funds derived

from sale of VHS tape copies are also an important element to meeting the $1 ,300 overhead of each show Mediasat and

Wesdink donate the time to broadcast the programmes, and both are to be commended for this support. As we move into the

next group of (10) programmes now being scripted and shot, we solicit financial support from members of the indusfy with

comriercial activities they wish to have associated with the project. To discuss your own support, contact Bob Cooper at
telephone 64-9-{06-0651 , fax 64-9-406-1083, e-mail Skyking@clear.net.nz. G-band wide area service is still being negotiated.
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Probable "Millennium Feeds" source - Fox has replaced MPEG 1.5
link on PAS-2 at 3989/1161Vt with PowerVu MPEG2; Msym

26.410, FEC 718-7 NTSC video/data channels (0. Pembertonl.
Warning: A new IRD that at first blush appears to be a clone of the
HSS800C| (identified as Sky 21/SJ3000Cll appears to have very
bad heat problems - destroying smart cards in under 24 hours!

ApStar 2R/76E: Total Entertainment Network (TEN) is
FTA analogue 3691/1459VL audio 6.6 (D. Pemberton).

AsiaSat 2/100.58: "Contact for queries, reception problems
with WorldNet is George Cantalupo, ETS at fax
++l-202-205-2967" (P. Burton, NZ). Saudi Channel I has
shutdown on 38lll1339Hz but continues on 3661/1489Vt.
New audio services on this (Saudi) channel as well - APID
660, APID 669. Occasional Korean Broadcasting Service
feeds reported 4090/1060Vt, Msym 10.320, FEC 314. Nile
Valley Radio is now on 364011510H2,7.20 MHz.

AsiaSat 3/105.58: "Now TV, previously analogue, now
376011390 Hz, Msym 28.125, FEC 7/8" (S. Johnson, NZ).
"ZeelAlpha TV testing may have been temporary or precwsor
to post-January 1 parameters: 4020/l l30vt, Msym27.000,314
with Music Asia, Alpha TV Marathi/Bangla/Punjabi seen" (A.
Zapara, WA). Note: Zee TY has taken 3 new transponders
here - one to be FTA digital, fwo are new analogues - ed.

Intelsat 701/180E: "TBN feed on 376511385R has been
increased 3 dB as of 5 November" (M. Marfel, NZ) - Can
others veri$, improvement here?-ed. "French bouquet
(l I .6l0Hz) - best skew position for LNB when pointing at this
satellite from Victoria seems to be same as for Austar" (N.S.)
"French service reached saturation of transponder at point
where Noumea measured signal is 47 dBw - Intelsat and
CanalSatellite contract calls for 49.8 dBw. Unforhinately that
is all there is available" (S. Hotzt, Noumea).

lntelsatT02l l77E: Southem command radio channels now
gone from 41771973L.

Intelsat 804/648: Trinity Broadcasting is now on
375411396H2. Msym 6.620, FEC 3/4, west hemi beam (8.

Miller).
JcSat 3/1288: Asian bouquet known as C-Net has moved

from 4100/l050Hz to 396011l90Vt and may be received now
south of equator (Msym 30.000, FEC 7/8 which won't help -

adult porno reported here if that is incentive to check!).
Another new one is BKT Singapore tests at 4040/l I lOvt,
Msym 6.110,3/4 with 2 channels.

LMI APl/1308: "Tracking required every 60 minutes with
3.7m" (D. Leach, NSW). New APID for Sport FM is 2821
(367511475L} New "Echo Radio" is operating with APID

2308.
LM 1/75E: "Test carriers, not video modulated, P3lP4 best

in NSW on 3550/1600V1, 37l6ll434Hz" (D. Leach). Also

lrish and Scottish sport sent world-wide to bars and
pubs. This sports network, distr ibuted using

PowerVu around the globe, is redistr ibuted (CA) in
Austral ia through Mediasat (Optus 83).

Too hot to handle. This black-plastic feed cover
was instal led on a smal l  dish in Victor ia.

Unfortunately, the dish paint was defective and
during equinox the heat melted the cap! No word
' on whether the LNB survived.

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV universe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: lf PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/15th
second with ASA 1OO film; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/30th. Use no flash, set camera on tripod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadline for Februaryl5th issue: February 5 by mail (use form appearing page 34), or

sPM NZT February 6th i f  by fax to 64-9-406-1O83 or Emai l
skyking@clear.  net.  nz.



European Bouquet PID/PGR/PMT Goes "Upside Down" Leaving Thousands Stranded
It  was every instal ler 's worst nightmare - 1O o'clock at night on the Austral ian east coast and the European
Bouquet PID/PCR/PMT digi tal  mapping goes haywire. Instant ly,  receivers of v ir tual ly every shape, size and

brand quit  working. Some stop total ly -  no EBB service at al l .  Others lose video but retain audio. Some hold
onto a channel or two in the 5-channel bouquet -  most do not.

I t  is November 23rd and a satel l i te technician at the Bezeq, lsrael turnaround upl ink si te for the EBB package

is at a keyboard giving instruct ions to the mult iplex software. Whether he was fol lowing instruct ions or l ike
the PanAmSat f l ight control ler last August thought he was "off  l ine" -  when in fact he was on l ine -  nobody
was saying. In fact, neither the guys and gals at Bezeq nor their clients at the European Bouquet would even

comment on the situation. Not until December gth - 2 weeks after the event happened - when DW
acknowledged, "a problem with Hyundai HSSlOOC /RDs" which DW suggests "a/e not DVB compliant with

the latest MPEG2 standard," tossing the problem back at the manufacturer. Not good enough. Numerous
skiffed Pacific installers did what they had to do. Tony Drexel - Free to Air Satellite: "My phone began running
hot at lOPM Tuesday night. Customers with Prosats had their audio PlDs change, one lost his video PlDs as

wetl. Those w?h (second software version) MediaStar D7s adjusted to the changes on their own." Jake
Hendriks, Tasmania: "Phoenix 333, Hyundai HSSBOOCI adjusted to the new numbers without problems."

Others reported the Skandia SKBB8, the Panasat 52Os and the largest problem of al l  -  Hyundai HSSlOOC -

would not turn back on. Step one - reload the bouquet.  For most this did not work. Step two: l f  the receiver
had the ability to accept installer inputted video and audio PlDs and the PCR number, try a new set of

numbers.
The SaIFACTS Web si te (http: / /www.satfacts.kwikkopy.co.nz) became the instal ler 's best f r iend -

Digi talsat 's Pietro Casoar worked out the new PID/PCR/PMT numbers and they were quickly posted on the
SF site. Within 24 hours the numbers changed again. Somebody was playing at Bezeq.

To help you understand, PID and PCR numbers are mapping tools to assist  the IRD in locat ing, downloading

and placing into memory the parameters of a programme channel.  Each channel has i ts own dist inct ive

numbers. When a service such as EBB ini t ia l ly loads into a receiver,  the IRD f igures out these numbers on i ts

own and they become part  of  the memory for that channel.  l f  someone changes these numbers, two things

happen: (1) The IRD no longer recognises the new numbers as val id,  and, (21 Either shuts down the recept ion
(SK888, Panasat 520 et al)  or -  the receiver is "smart enough" to search for the new, replacement numbers

( including but not l imited to Phoenix 333, Hyundai HSS8OOCI, the var ious Sat Cruiser models).

The lRDs that found the new numbers on their  own were off  and running within seconds of the change.

Those that don' t  have that software capacity quit .  In the case of receivers which could be reloaded with new
plD/PCR numbers -  manual ly by the user -  even though the receiver was not "smart enough" to f ind the new

numbers on i ts own - once told what they were, would operate just f ine (Prosat et al) .  Receivers without the

abi l i ty to f ind the new numbers, and also lacking the PID/PCR operator input capabi l i ty,  were simply out of

luck (Hyundai HSSlOOC, most versions of Digiskan SK888, Panasat 52Os). Some l f  these could be coached

back into operat ion by going into the memory and erasing al l  references to the EBB - frequency, Msym, FEC -

the lot .  Then turn off  the lRD, unplug from mains, wait  a minute or so, repower and re-enter the numbers
anew. And ask i t  to search for the service.

The Hyundai HSSlOOC went through this restart  rout ine and then sent you a message on the screen: "No or

bad signal."  (Pace and Panasat lRDs told you, "Acquir ing database, please wait ."  The wait  would be forever.)

Short  of  EBB returning to i ts old (or iginal)  PID/PCR mapping (or Hyundai issuing new software -  see p. 4,

here, let ters),  the Hyundai problem appeared terminal.  Patr ick Bul ley (NZ) thought otherwise and created by

experimentat ion what has come to be known as "The Bul ley EBB Solut ion" as fol lows:
(1 )C lear  a l l  ex is t ing  EBB in fo rmat ion  f rom the  HSSlOOC memory  ( re tu rn ing  the  opera t ing  f requency  to 'O ' ,

etc.) ;  (2) Switch off  the receiver and unplug from the (AC) mains; (3) Reconnect to AC, power up, and

re-enter the EBB data (40001115OH2,28.125,3/4) and execute search. The screen wi l l  say'No or bad

signal. '  (4) l f  using a polar i ty switching LNB, or polarotor type feed, switch to the opposite polar i ty (vert ical)

for s ix seconds, then return to horizontal .  Al ternately,  unplug the L-band ( lF) input cable and after 6 seconds,
plug i t  back in.  (5) The EBB signal wi l l  now reappear ei ther instant ly or with 2 seconds.

I t  works (see let ter,  p.  4 here) as dozens of instal lers fol lowing the instruct ions posted on the SF Web si te

reported. But this is a temporary fix, as Garry Herden (Adelaide) notes - you will most probably "lose" EBB if

you move to another transponder, or move to another satellite. For people with dedicated EBB systems
(ethnic viewers),  i t  wi l l  hold as long as the AC mains power is not cut.

For those with PID/PCR capabi l i ty,  here are the latest (updated i f  required on our Web si te) numbers: DW/

VPID 2305,  APID 2306,  PCRPID 2304,  PMT 256;  MCM /VPID 5125,  APID 6406,  PCRPID 8190,  PMT 257;

RAf  /  VPID 5135,  APID 6446,  PCRPID 2432,  PMT 258;  TVE /  VPID 5145,  APID 6486,  PCRPID 8190,  PMT

25g;  TVS /Vp lD 5155,  APID 6256,  PCRPID 2560,  PMT 260.  Compla in ts?  Dr  Nowotny  v ia  emai l  a t  DW as
nowotny@dwel le.de and thei r  tech department  p ip lak@dwel le.de or

thei r  "hot l ine"  bockhack@dwel le.de.
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check 3500/1650Vt, 353ll16l9Hz, 3600/1550H2, and
3630/1520V1.

Optus 83/1568: "Oh!" has started on 12.626H2, PIDs
5221650 and CA. Optus Web site (http://www.enterprise.optus.

com.au) does NOT list Humax nor HlTrndai IRDs as Optus
approved for Aurora use. Optus source advises, "UEC 642
semi-professional model dffirs from RABS 642 and has not

been approved. 660 has completed testing, cnuaiting 'legal

approval' to be added to list. The UEC700 and ADB (SMS)

are currently being tested. (Other) manufacturer models are
hoving sofh,rtare changes made, at Optus request."

Palapa C2M/113E: "Viewable here in NT, RCTI
347511675H2, Msym 8.000, FEC 314;TPl4185/965Vt, Msym
6.700, 314; lndosiar 407311077V| Msym 6.500, 314, Anteve
4055/1095Vt, Msym 6.510,314 or automatic" (Nolan). C-net
Taiwan 376011390H2, Msym 26.666, FEC 314, in clear as SF
goes to press (23 TV + radio services) (B. Richards).

PAS 2/169E: Telstra 12.265, 12.300 Vt have shutdown.
New is 12.28lYt, Msym 27.500, 3/4, PowerVu CA including
WIN, ABC north. WA package previously 12.265 now on
12.637.5, new Msym of 18.500, FEC 112. Changeover was
December l, all part of reconfiguring PAS-2 Ku for additional
clients - shortly.

PAS 8it66E: A new pay-TV firm, TPG Internet, plans

January-February start here on Australia beam. Plans are to
have up to 8 TV channels, first 5 announced include ESPN -

all to be FTA provided user has Internet terrestrial modem

contract (A$19.95 per month) with firm. Details SatFACTS
Web site. TARBS package now has 13 TV services, l0 radio

but not all radio are in use (A.1. Qld). Unknown MPEG format

service 12.725H2, Msym 25.728, 718 with up to 4

prograrnmes. Occasional analogue feeds 3 880/ I 270Vt, usually
NTSC. MTV bouquet testing 3740ll4llHz Msym 21.500,213
- up to 4 programmes. Discovery testing (again)
MPEG2/PowerVu at 3980/ll70Hz, Msym 21.084, 314 -

identical to PAS2.
Sinosat l/110E: CCTV2 now on 388911261Ha Msym

3.000, FEC 3/4.
ST l/88E: "Multiple digital signals strong here in Katherine,

NT include 344lll709Hz Msym 5.800, 3/4; 3468/l682Vt
Msym 20.000, 314 test with 5 Chinese TV including Beijing;
3550/1600 Msym 19.700, 314; 363211518Vt, Msym 26.667,
3/4 - includes MCM Asia, Phoenix Chinese" (D. Nolan).

Thaicom 3/788: TRT on 3520/l630Hz is now Msym
13.330, 314 (D. Leach). "University of Information &
Technology" also on this bouquet which I read as 26.661 ,213"
(8. Richards). "In fact, virtually all Th3 bouquets will work
with both FEC 213 and 314 - amazing but truel" (D. Morris,
Thailand). Mega Cosmos on 344711703H2, Msym 2.892,
FEC 314. Prabhat TV testing 345211698Vt, Msym 6.667 ,314.

Live in AUSTRALIA???
Av-Comm Pty Ltd. has the "best" service
for subscriptions to SaIFACTS Monthly

and Coop's Technology Digest!

tel02-9949-7417 , or
Emai l  cgarry@avcomm.com.au

Proudly a distributor Member of SPACE Pacific
and sponsor of SPACE Pacific Reports on TV!

New Hyundai HS5800ci
Works on frdeto CA servlces, ond FTA
DVB, PowerVu, in both NTSC and PAL!

Itdeto CI npdule,
Piclure for illustrafpn purpo*s

Card is in*rted chip facing
upmrds for correct operation

electronics

25 Cataract Ave,
Rangewood QLD
4817. AUSTRALTA.

Tet.61 (0)7 47888902
Fax. 61 (0)7 47888906

www.kistal.com.au
kristal@ultra.net.au

O13OO+ chonnels Video ond Audio
)2 x CI slots for 6 types of conditionalaccess modules.
llndeto, Viocces, Cono{, Cryptoworks, Mgrcvision ond illedioguord
)Conwrsion to PAL or NTSCat fhe outpuf, menu selectable
lEditoble chonnel mme, sotellite mme ond Video, Audio ond PCR PIDs
) Works on Aurcm and Ausfar (with CI npdule and aulhorised card)
as wellas FfA services frcn Apstar 2P, Thaicon 3, Pas2, Pas8,
and the tUediasaf bouquel on Optus 83

OI CPC-SCP C 2-45Ms/ sec cover@e
) Swifchmode power supply 90-26OV4C 50/60H2
aRCA Video ond Audio output sockets os well os

SCART. Video ovoiloble in Composite, RGB orY/C
I Cost $690 plus fax. Call for whofesole or exporf prices
CI frdeto module $15fua Sold only with fhe receiver.
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The Pacific "hole"

For as long as there have been satellites, the larger Pacific
region has been the forgotten child of our technology. Our
present PAS-2 (and more recently, PAS-8) coverage is but 5
years old this month and all of the Palapa, AsiaSat, InSat,
Thaicom services came after.

The reality is (l) the Pacific is an area of the globe larger
than Europe and Africa combined, and, (2) fewer people live
in this region than in greater Tokyo. Neither of these factors
encourages dedicated satellite coverage.

There are other factors. Language is one. Something
approaching 90 dialects, each of which takes a small segment
of the total population. English is universal but only as a
second language. Economy. Money - culrency - is a foreign
concept for the majority of the lesser island residents. The
primary method of trade is barter. A basket of fish in
exchange for 5 gallons of petrol, for example. And
telecommunications is by "thin" routes - one telephone circuit
for an entire village - the lucky ones. The unlucky don't even
have that.

The reality is that while many satellites are positioned so as
to be capable of footprinting some or all of the Pacific region,
very few do so. PAS2 was carefully designed to provide links
from North America to and from Asia; Pacific coverage was
a bonus. In fact, PAS2 included the ability to boresight in the
Central Pacihc (C-band) as an alteniative to "Pacific Rim"
coverage. Unfortunately, no commercial user for this
specialised footprint materialised.

PanAmSat was much less generous with PAS8's design and
for most purposes, even New Zealand is on the edge of the
eastern coverage. And once PASS was actually launched and
testing, numerous operational problems surfaced.

The one "great white hope" for the Pacific was to be dashed
when Orion 3, going to 1398, failed to achieve geostationary
orbit last May. This g + Ku band bird was of special interest
because on board were medium power Ku footprints centred
near Fiji that would have served dishes in the lm region for
most of the Central Pacific.

Intelsat 701 (180E) and702 (1778) both have functioning
Ku spot beams capable of delivering medium power

footprints over significant portions of the Pacific. The

CanalSatellite service that turned on this month from 701 (see

p. 20, here) is teaching us the commercial potential of these
satellites. The pity is that dealing with the Intelsat
infrastructure and actually getting onto one of these beams
requires very deep pockets, nearly unlimited capital, and a
willingness to put up with a range of operational roadblocks.

C-band coverage for Pacific region services remains so
uneven, or it requires very large dishes, that it is difficult for a
would-be broadcaster to make a lasting impression. SPN, the

Nauru based all sports for the Pacific service, held on for 17
months before running out of funds. It had the backing of the

Above - a "ghostly" SPN ran out of money from
Nauru in July.  Below - Orion 3's launch fai led in

Nauru Sports Federation, and money to operate the service
and rent the transponder time came from the Nauru
Government.

SPN was unfortunately (for them) on Intelsat 701 with a
puny signal that required a 4.5m dish for reliable service.
Strike one. The circular polarisation (all Intelsat C-band
beams) requires a special feed - good for ADL and feed
makers, bad for casual tuners-in. It took as long as ten weeks
for a remote island wishing to sample SPN to order and
receive a circular feed and the cash expenditure was
significant. Strike nuo. And SPN covered such a broad, wide
("global beam") region that they constantly ran into
roadblocks when attempting to acquire redistribution rights to
events. No matter that nobody in Japan watched or wanted
SPN - if the global signal reached that point, programme
rights owners wanted payment to include Japan. Strike three
against SPN.

So lacking the appropriate satellite footprints, not having
enough programming channels to make up 4 bouquet (as

CanalSatellite has done), and faced with a never ending
myriad of programme rights issues, the future for bringing
even a modest bouquet of services to the Pacific Islands
seems dim indeed. New Zealand had and passed on the
opportunity; Australia was briefly interested in the scheme
but dropped it as a bad investment. The French service
headquartered in New Caledonia partially solves the puzzle
but not for non-French speaking people.

A Hawaii headquartered American run service that also
serves the Pacific is one possibility; a Fiji service is another.
For now, the Pacific Region remains a giant hole with lots of
water, few people and no indigenous satellite TV channels.

l

May.



Small dish Ku-band ethnic $/stems developing!

Stay tuned with SaIFACTS!

lJ ENTER my 12 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with January l5th issue (rates below)
I nNfnn my 36 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with January 15th issue (rates below)

NAME
Company (if applicable)
Mailing address
Town/city

Amount to send: 1 year -  NZ$60(inside New Zealand) /A$96 ( inside Austral ia) /US$60 (outside of NZ and
Austral ia) or 3 years -  NZ$1401 A$22O1 US$150 i f  by cheque. VISA or Mastercard? See form below and
return with order. Return to: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or if by VISA or

Mastercard fax to 64-9-406-1083

USE THIS FORM ONLY WHEN CHARGING ON VISA/MASTERCARD

Please charge my V|SA/Mastercard as follows:
n ONE Year  of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZS6O, A$96,  US$60)

f l  THREE Years of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$14O, A$220,  US$150)
n  SATELL ITE  TELEVIS ION:  The  Book le t  (NZ$10 ,  A$12 ,  US$10)

f l  One  Year  o f  COOP'S  TECHNOLOGY DIGEST (NZ$  125 ,  A$  125 ,  US$  125)
Indicate charge card type: tr vlsA f l  Mastercard

Name (as it appears on VISA / Mastercard)
V|SA/Mastercard Number

V|SA/Mastercard expiration date _
Instructions: l f  ordering by mail,  return this complete (3-part) card or

SaIFACTS, PO Box 33O, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand); i f  order by
single sheet to 64-9-406-1083

a copy  o f  same ( to

FAX,  send fu l l  card  as

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS from SaIFACTS MONTHLY: Order Form

!  SATETLITE TELEVISION: The Booklet. Excellent introduction to home dish ownership for
the layman, including major contributions from the father of geostationary satel l i tes - famed
science f ict ion writer Arthur C. Clarke. The perfect tool to help the satel l i te system seller explain
home sate l l i te  TV to the layman consumer.  From SPACE Paci f ic .  NZ$10/  A$12 /  US$10,  a i rmai l .
!  COOP's TECHNOLOGY DIGEST. For the really serious enthusiast, investor, business
person in  sate l l i te  te lev is ion and a l l ied leading edge technologies.  Ten issues each year ,
jam-packed wi th  in format ion you wi l l  not  f ind anyplace e lse.  "Coop" rout ine ly  cu l ls  more than 60
publications world-wide, terr ibly expensive newsletters, Internet and his hundreds of private

ts to keep you right at the leading edge of technology on the REAL changes underway in
ommunications. Conveniently issued near the f irst of the month, creating an excellent

t ime-l ine-f i l ler between the mid-month issues of SaIFACTS. Now in the 6th year, airmail
wide. Normally NZ/A/US$250 per year - for SaIFACTS suEgllglg special 5O% discounted

pr ice of  NZ/A/US$125.



o NEW programming sources seen since December 1st:

o Changes (signal level, transponder, prograrnming content) in pre-existing programming sources since
December lst:

. OTHER (including changes in your receiving system):

NOTE: Please use P1 - P5 code when describing signal levels and receiver IF/RF settings.

Your Name

Receiver

Your email address if you have one!

Analogue: I70l - (180E) 3810/1340R, 3845/1305R,393011220R,3975111'75P.;l '702 - (177E) 416619848,4187/963R;
1802 - (174E) 4166/984R, 41771973Pt; PAS2 - (169E) 3940lr2l}Vt; PAS8 - (166.5E) 3880/1270Vt,38651r285H2',

AsiaSat I -(122E):367711473Vt;AsiaSat2-(100.5E) 3680/1470H2,3860/1290Vt.
Digi tal :  I701 - (180E) 3765/1385R,29.900,718:404411106R,5.632, 314;41701980R,5.632, 314: '4178/972R,5.632,314: '

4186/964R. 5.632,314:4195/955R, 5.632,314;PAS2 - (169E) 393911211H2,6.620 or7.498,2/3:386711183H2,6.618,213;
399611154H2,9.998,314;413811012H2,6.620,314;41741976H2,5.632,314;316111389Vt,6.620,3/4;394211208Vt,7.497,

2/3; Optus 83 - (156E) 12.336Vt,30.000, 213; AsiaSat2 - (100.5E) 3785/1365V1,5.632,314: 3775/1375H2,5.631,314;
379011360Hz 5.631, 314,379911351H2,5.631,314,390911241H2,5.632,314; 1703 - (578) 4018/ l132L,6.000,314.

This is the BIG event - more satellite "time" has been booked over the period December 26 - January 5

than in any previous ten day period. If you have access to Internet, please file your own observations

with Skyking@clear.net.nz for posting on our SaIFACTS (http://www.satfacts.kwikkopy.co.nz) Web

stte. .

l5 it just a 4OlNelDgNeg
Membsrs of l?PCe havo more worK

than thel can handls?

Z YES

NAME

- send me information about how joining SPACE Pacific can lead me to more, profitable work!

Company affiliation (if any

Mailing address

postal code Country

Return to: SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
or fax to 64-9-406-1083

Town/city
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SAT CRUISER DSR-101 MPEGZ DVB / POWER Vu RECEIVER

Trade Price $440 Ex rax

The ideal consumer orientated receiver with features that will please the enthusiast !
Pre-programmed with all active TP's from Asiasat 2, Palapa, PAS 2 ,PAS 8 and more
10 spare user defined satellite positions for future satellite launches
Simplified manual TP entry - TP Frequency is the only required parameter !
Auto Symbol rate - Auto FEC - Auto PID's - Auto Polarity (LNBF)
Satellite naming/editing - Channel naming/editing
Alternate audio channels accessible from remote control
On-board NTSC - PAL 50 Hz convertor - compatible with any PAL TV
On-board Digital TELETEXT decoder - no need for Text capable TV
5 language menu - English (default) Spanish / ltalian / French / German
Consumer friendly graphical interface - Easy to install !
UHF Ch 21-69 Software controlled RF Modulator - Low spurious emissions
Low threshold dual bandwidth tuner - Dual SAW filter lF stage
C Tick certified to comply with Australian Communications Authority standards
Ultra reliable SMPS module - not a single reported failure to date !
Full colour photographs and screen shots available from our web site
12 month replacement warranty - With an optional extended warranty plan
Feel free to call one of our friendly staff for more information !

DSR-201 P Analog/Digital/Positioner receiver ..Trade Price - quoted to established dealers



Features include
' Built in Positioner (36V, 5A) '

' DVB Common Interface (2 slots)
' Teletext
' 50 satellites
' 2900 channels
' Manual PID entry
. SCPC/MCPC
' Channel naming
' Satellite groups with own skew settings
' Electronic Programme Guide

DVB Common Interface
2 slots, PCMCIA type
(1 and 2 housings)

ffiw

D-25001P
Full featured Digital Receiver Positioner

with Gommon Interface
Sciteq is proud to introduce the new Echostar D'25001P

MPEG-2/DVB compliant DVB-S IRD with built-in Positioner.

Tuner/Demodulator
Receiving Freq: 950-2150MH2
lF connector: F-type linput, 1 output (loop

through)
LNB Control: 0112V.13/18V, 22kHz,

DiSEqC 1.0, Mechanical  and
Magnetic Polarizer

Demodulator: QPSK, C/Ku band
Symbol Rate: 2-45Msym/s

In/Outputs
Scart connectors: ry, VCR, AUX
Cinch connectors: Audio L/R, Video
UHF modulator: CH 21-69, PAL B/G, l, D/K
RS-232: 9-pin D-sub male
SVHS connector

sc




